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HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Division of Applied Sciences
Pierce Hall, 29 Oxford Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Annual Progress Report
ONR Contract N00014-83-1-0030

For Period: November 1. 1983 - October 31, 1984

A. Picosecond Laser Interactions with Semiconductors

The personnel associated with this project during this reporting period

consisted of:

Dr. N. Bloembergen, Principal Investigator

This document has been approvedDr. H. ][nrz, Senior Research Fllow for public release and sle: itsdistribution is unlimited.

Dr. A. M. Malvezzi, Research Fellow

Dr. D. von der Linde, Visiting Scholar (3/1/84-9/30/84)

Dr. G.-Z. Yang, Visiting Scholar (from 1/1/84)

Optical probing with picosecond pulses at various wavelengths of the com-

plex index of refraction of t',in semiconducting samples of silicon and get-

manium, in which energy has been deposited by preceding picosecond pulses, has

provided firm quantitative experimental evidence that the energy absorbed by

carriers Sets transferred to the lattice on time scales shorter than one

picosecond. If the energy absorbed per unit surface area is sufficient, melting

and superheating of the fluid also occurs on such time scales. These findings

have been published or presented at international meetings.

During the past year we have obtained evidence that a GaAs surface layer

irradiated by a green pulse 0.- 530 m) of 20 pa duration also undergoes a

transition to the molten phase on a picosecond time scale. In this case a dif-

ferent optical probing technique was used. The incident light pulse, polarized

along the (1,1,1) crystallographic direction, creates a second harmonic
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reflected ray. The second harmonic energy generated at X = 265 nm is propor-

tional to the square of the incident intensity, as long as the sample remains

crystalline. When a layer equal to the absorption depth at ) = 265 ne has

melted, the second harmonic generation shows no further increase. The results

lead to an energy transfer time between the hot, dense carrier plasma and the

lattice vibrations of less than two picoseconds.

A careful observation and analysis of the photoelectric emission induced by

I = 265 m picosecond pulses from a silicon crystalline surface has also been

completed. The data show, besides the ordinary linear photoelectric effect, an

emission proportional to the square of the intensity. This is due to photoemis-

Ssion from the hot, dense carrier plasma created by the same pulse, or by a

preceding picosecond pulse. The lifetime of this plasma surface layer is lim-

ited by diffusion of the hot carriers out of the shallow absorption depth for X

= 265 nm radiation. The effect of space charge limitation of the electron emis-

sion in an intensity regime before melting occurs has also been demonstrated.

After the onset of melting, evaporation of atoms and ions from the superheated

fluid silicon takes place. The positive ions reduce the space charge, and the

number of emitted electrons equals that of the emitted positive ions.

Further details on this work may be found in the appendices, which are pre-
o

prints or reprints of technical papers. This material was also presented at

several international meetings. Dr. H. Kurz presented invited papers at the

International Conference on Quantum Electronics in Anaheim, California, in June

1984, and will also present an invited review of this field at the forthcoming

meeting of the Materials Research Society in Boston, Massachusetts, in November

1984.

Recent experiments have focused on the problem of evaporation of neutral



particles from the superheated fluid. It has been established that the silicon

2readily reaches a temperature over 5000 K at a fluence of 500 mY/cm . Thin film

SOS samples are blown off, and the blow-off phenomenon has hampered the study of

the rate of evaporation.

Theoretical calculations on the variation of the effective mass of the car-

riers at high temperatures and densities have been completed. They tend to con-

firm that the effective mass remains much smaller than the free electron mass up

to densities of 1021 carriers/cc and up to the melting point.

During the next year attention will be focused on the additional damping or

energy transfer which may occur when the plasma frequency of the carrier gas

exceeds the band gap energy. It should be possible to investigate this new

regime experimentally in germanium. An attempt will also be made to measure the

evaporation rate from a superheated surface layer of fluid silicon created on a

bulk single crystal of silicon. The evaporated atoms will be collected on a

transparent sheet and their density measured by optical means. An additional

program element will be the behavior of quantum well structures at high carrier

densities, created by picosecond pulses.

p.7
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B. Picosecond Pulsed Laser Induced Transformations n Metals and Alloys

The personnel associated with this effort were:

F. Spaepen, Principal Investigator

W.K. Wang, Research Fellow

T. Mizoguchi, Visiting Scientist (summer)

C.A. MacDonald, Graduate Student

S.M. Prokes, Graduate Student (summer)

L.C. Chen, Graduate Student

We have continued the program on the formation of alloys by pulsed laser

heating, mixing, and quenching. We have concentrated mainly on the Nb-Si sys-

ten, which is of interest for its superconducting properties. The starting

materials were made by ion beam sputtering, in our recently developed apparatus

(see below, and attached report), and consisted of three types:

I. Homogeneous Nb9 3 Si 7 , which is a microcrystalline Nb(SI) solid solution

with lattice parameter a = 3.47 A.

2. Compositionally modulated Nb7 5 Si2 5 (period 32 1), consisting of fine

grained pure Nb and amorphous Si layers.

3. Compositionally modulated Nb81 Si1 9 (period 48 A), of the same structure

as 2 above.

After laser irradiation (30 ps YAG or 30 ns ruby laser pulses), the follow-

ing structural changes were observed:

1. The composition modulation, observed by x-ray diffraction, decayed as a

K result of large fluence irradiation.

2. The Nb7 5Si2 5 modulated films transformed to a bcc Nb(Si) solid solution

with lattice parameter a - 3.30 1 after 30 ns irradiation.

3. The Nb8 1 Si 1 9 modulated films transformed to an as yet unidentified

4
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phase (in electron diffraction) after 30 us irradiation.

4. The 8 1 Si1 9 modulated films transformed to a bcc Nb(Si) solid solution

with lattice parameter a = 3.45 X after 30 ps irradiation.

5. The Nb93Si7 films transformed into a mixture of an a-15 type Nb3Si,

bcc Nba and y-Nb5Si3 after 30 ns irradiation.

Some preliminary investigation of the superconducting properties of these

materials has been made. It has become clear that an inductive rather than a

resistive method would be preferable for measurements on the small amounts of

transformed material available after laser pulse induced transformation.

Glass formation in marginally glass forming alloys, which formed the bulk

of last year's work, was continued on the Fe-C system, in which so far no

glasses could be made from the melt by conventional quenching methods. Prelim-

inary investigations show that 30 ps laser quenching leads to glass formation in

alloys containing 15 and 25 at.% C.

We have continued our study on the direct measurement of the crystal growth

velocity and solute trapping in pure metals and simple alloys. The pump-probe

* technique has been improved to give better statistics. We have also begun to

investigate interdiffusion in the liquid and subsequent solute trapping in modu-

lated films, using Auger spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction.

We have made extensive use of the new dual gun ion beam sputtering

apparatus developed in this project for the preparation of starting materials.
6
L A copy of a technical report on it is attached. It has proved very versatile in

producing both homogeneous alloys and various compositionally modulated films.

6
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c. Books (and sections thereof) Submitted for Publication

None.

d. Books (and sections thereof) Published

SNone.

e. Patents Filed

None.

f. Patents Granted

* None

g. Invited Presentations at Topical or Scientific/Technicsl Society Conferences

In January 1984 Professor N. Bloembergen opened the Office of Naval Research

Distinguished Speaker Colloquium Series with a presentation, 'Nonlinear Optics

S.and Spectroscopy'.

Dr. H. Kurz presented an invited paper at the International Conference on Quan-

tum Electronics in Anaheim, California, June 1984, on 'Physics of Laser Anneal-

ing of Semiconductors'.

i. Honors/Awards/Prizes

Professor Nicolaas Bloembergen was elected a member of the National Academy of

Engineering, Washington, D. C., in April 1984.

Professor N. Bloembergen was also elected an honorary lifetime member of the

* Optical Society of America.
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Appendix 2
I

Dynamics of Dense Electron-Hole Plasma and Heating of Silicon Lattice
under Picosecond Laser Irradiation

L. A. Lompr6 , J. M. Liu , H. Kurz and N. Bloembergen

Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 0213E, USA

Numerous investigations of the mechanisms for pulsed laser-induced phase tran-
sition provide ample evidence that the surface of metals and semiconductors
undergoes a solid-liquid phase change as soon as a critical laser fluence is
exceeded. There is no doubt about the thermal nature of the phase transition
as long as nanosecond pulses are being used [1]. It is the main purpose of
this contribution to clarify whether under picosecond irradiation the simple
thermal melting approach is still valid. This question is focused on the time
required to establish thermal equilibrium between carriers and phonons [2].

I

The conventional picosecond pump and probe technique is applied [3,4]. Tne
highly focused probe beam monitors the transmission and reflectivity of bulk
surfaces on thin silicon films on sapphire (SOS), induced by an exciting
picosecond pulse at 0.532 jin. The wavelength of the probe pulse is varied
between 0.532 and 2.8 um. By comparing the changes in optical properties at
different wavelengths, the contributions due to a variation in lattice tem-
perature TL and those due to changes in carrier density N are separately
determined [5].

At the doubled frequency of a Nd:YAG laser (hw = 2.33 eV), the optical
properties of picosecond-excited silicon are mainly determined by the indirect

*I gand gap transition. The phonon-assisted indirect absorption a depends
S1 strongly on the lattice temperature TL [6]. In SOS samples multiple reflec-

tions from air-silicon and silicon-sapphire interfaces enhance the optical
detectivity of changes Ac in the real part of the dielectric functions con-
siderably. Time-resolved analysis of the reflectivity signatures of SOS sam-
ples reveal the interplay between thermal (Ac > 0) and free carrier (, c < 0)

*i contributions to c [9]. Dul to Auger recombination the plasma density is
known to drop below 1.2 xlO u cm- after 200 ps. At this time the plasma con-
tributions become negligible at 0.532 -pm and the amount of lattice heating
can be determined experimentally by comparing samples with different film
thicknesses [5].

4 In Fig. 1 the surface temperature developed 200 ps after the exciting pulse
is shown. Picosecond optical probing of lattice temperature reveals signifi-
cantly higher values than those derived up to now from Raman scattering data
using ns pulses. Compared to bulk surfaces (Fth = 200 mJ/cm 2 ) SOS samples
exhibit a lower threshold value for surface melting (160 mJ/cm2). Because of
multiple interferences in SOS samples, a larger amount of energy density is
absorbed in the silicon film. The absorbed energy density in 0.5 Jim thick
silicon films is determined by reflectivity and transmission measurements of
the pump beam (see top of Fig. 1). The surface temperature increases non-
*Permanent address: C.E.N./Saclay, DPh.G/S.P.A., 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex,

France
**Present address: GTE Laboratories, 40 Sylvan Road, Waltham, MA 02154, USA
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Fig. 1. Surface temperatures Ts

S d versus incident laser fluence at

[ SOS. d.o5 A 10 and 200 ps after the heating
Lt-0X: ,,pulse at 0.532 .im. The data

are evaluated from time-resolved
T, (K) reflectivity and transmission

measurements on SOS samples using
W Alo the thermo-optic data of ref. [6]
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linearly with the laser fluence F(2;) and reaches values clo e to the melting
point of silicon (Tm = 1680 K) at a fluence level (160 mJ/cm ) where the re-
flectivity increases rapidly to the liquid state value. Obviously lattice
heating and melting occur during the pump pulse. The band gap shrinks nearly
instantaneously, resulting in an increase of the pump beam absorbance. This
picture is confirmed by measuring the transmission at time delays shorter than
the pulse duration. At a time delay of At = 10 ps, significant lattice heating
already occurs. The result shown in Fig. 1 is obtained by temporal deconvolu-
tion of the heating and probing pulse. Plasma contribution has been properly
taken into account. Clearly, phonons participating in the indirect absorption
process received a significant amount of energy deposited primarily in the
electron-hole plasma. The observed transmission changes are in excellent
agreement with the optical heating model, where an instantaneous energy trans-
fer to the phonons is assumed.

4 At a probing frequency below the indirect band gap, free carrier contribu-
tion becomes dominant. Drude-like plasma resonances have been observed at
2.8 vm [7]. They have been used for a preliminary estimate of plasma densities
far below the threshold for melting. At this probing wavelength the plasma
edge is reached at a fluence level of 40 mJ/cm already. Strong free carrier
absorption causes transmission drops to zero, preventing a reliable determina-
tion of the maximum plasma density at higher fluence levels. For this pur-
pose thin film and bulk crystals are carefully investigated at 1.064 and 1.9 1im.
At these probe wavelengths the plasma contributions are less pronounced, and
measurements up to the melting point can be performed. This study is completed
by a novel three-pulse technique, where the first pulse at 0.532 im creates
carriers, a second pump pulse at 1.064 jim couples energy to the plasma by free
carrier absorption without creating new carriers, and a third pulse monitors
the induced optical changes [8]. The plasma heating of the second pulse does
not affect the susceptibility associated with intraband (Drude) and interband
transitions. Neither the reduced mass m* nor the density of electron-hole
pairs is changed by additional heating of the plasma. The probability of car-
rier multiplication by impact ionization is very low [8,9]. The energy loss
rate of the carriers to the phonons is faster than the rate for impact ioniza-
tion, which is expected to be comparable to the Auger recombination rate.

As a selected example, the transmission of bulk silicon at 1.064 -pm is
plotted versus incident laser fluence for two different time delays At in
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Fig. 2. At At = 200 ps the plasma density levels off to a constant value
above F(2L) = 50 mJ/cm2 due to the nonlinearity of the Auger recombination
process. The lattice temperature, however, increases strongly with F(2).
Under these conditions the free carrier absorption at 1.064 uIm associated
with intraband transitions is proportional to [m*<t> (2yt) ]-l, where m* means
the reduced optical mass for electron-hole pairs, <T> the energy averaged
momentum relaxation time of the carriers, and -y the Auger recombination coef-
ficient.

The solid line in Fig. 2 represents calculated transmission values of bulk
silicon using y = 2x10- 3 1 , m* = 0.164 mo and averaged momentum relaxationtime <-c> = 7x10-l5 x300/TL , as found in ns experiments [10]. The agreement

between measured and calcuTated data is excellent, indicating a strong phonon
participation in the carrier momentum relaxation, even at plasma density
levels at which electron-hole scattering dominates the relaxation process.
The same calculation provides satisfactory results for the transmission at
Lt = 10 ps, where the plasma density depends on the laser fluence F(2w). In
this case the plasma density has been calculated with the standard equations,
including ambipolar diffusion and neglecting impact ionization. The calcula-
ted evolution of plasma density and temperature at the surface of silicon
irradiated with increasing laser fluence F(2w) are finally summarized in
Fig. 3. These calculated data are cross checked with experimental data at
different probing wavelengths, excitation levels and time delays. They have
been used to analyze the dependence of the optical reduced mass on the car-
rier density in reflectivity measurements. Excellent agreement with the d ta
at 1.064, 1.9 and 2.8 -pm has been found up to a fluence level of 150 mJ/cm ,
for a constant optical reduced mass of (0.16 + 0.l)m0 . The stability of the
Drude term indicates a "cold plasma" which is-in thermal equilibrium with the
lattice. Close to the threihold value for melting, the maximum plasma density
is limited to 1.4xlOl cm , mainly due to Auger recombination. The measured
values of lattice temperature and maximum plasma density are consistent with
optical heating and thermal melting even on a time scale of picoseconds.

This research was supported by the U.S. Office of Naval Research under
contract N00014-83K-0030 and by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, F. R.

SGermany.
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ABSTRA77

Thr, different votoelectric regimes are obseived in
the interaction of 15 Fs, 266 nm laser pulses with crystalline
silicon sam: les versus light fluence. A superposition of
linear and quadratic p'otoionization is followed by a space
charge limited regire u; tc the critical fluence F4 for the
surface anorphization where highly nonlinear ion emission is
observed. Ion and electron emissions become equal in magnitude
at a fluence - 2Fth. The absence of observable thermionic
effects indicates that thermal equilibrium of the electron-
hole plasma and the lattice is reached during the laser pulse
duration.

INTRODUCTION

The central question in the investigation of pulsed laser annealing of
semiconductors in tne picosecond ranae is related to the time scale of the
energy transfer between the hot electron-hole plasma created by the laser
pulse and the crystal lattice. In recent times much experimental effort has
been devoted to the study of this energy transfer. This goal has been mostly
pursued through optical diaanostic methods, eitner by measuring the optical
constants of the semiconducotrs with j;uml and probe techniques [1] or by
direct derivation of the lattice temperature from Stokes and anti-Stokes
Raman scattering 12].

Measurements of the electron and ion emission from the semiconductor
surface during the interaction with picosecond laser pulses offers an alter-
native approach to the problem. Here, one probes the material only in its
outermost layers, and therefore the data are insensitive to the gradients in
the profiles of plasma density or lattice temperature. Thermionic emission
is extren jy sensitive to the electron temperature. Conversely, the emission
of positive ions is an indicator of a hot lattice.

In this paper detailed measurements of the charges emitted by crystal-
line silicon samples irradiated with 266 nm, 15 ps laser pulses are reported.
This work extends the measurements of Liu et al. [3] to laser fluences about
four orders of magnitude below the critical value for a surface phase trans-
formation. One of the main results of this analysis is the absence of ob-
servable thermionic effects throughout the whole range of laser fluence.
Thus, an upper limit to the average electron temperature of R 3000 K within
the laser pulse can be deduced.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

* The source of excitation of the silicon samples is a 15 ps, 266 nm laser
pulse obtained by frequency quadrupling the output of a Nd:YAG 30 ps laser
pulse. The radiation is focused by quartz optics into a vacuum chamber in
which the silicon sample is located. The angle of incidence is 480, and the
reflected portion of the beam escapes from the chamber through a second

Nt. SAs. e. SVW. Proc. Vol. 23 (19)84 ) (D evier irence Pbli hi. g Co.. Inc.

.-4i .".
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window. A 1 m:- diameter wire placed at 2.5-3 no' from the samile surface
acts as a charge collector. Botn sample and wire are electrically insulat-J
from the body of the vacuum chamber and can be independently biased uF tc
4 4 kV. Two confi 'urations for the measurements are possible. One can mca-
sure either the charges collected on the wire or the ones escaping from the
sample. Both methods have been shown to give similar results. Most of thu
measurements, however, have been performed by measuring the total charges
escaping from the target. A charge amp lifier connected to the sample col-
lects the charges and provides a signal proportional to the collected
charges to the data acquisition system. The calibration of the amplifier
has been checked for high charge signals against the charge signal obtained
at the oscilloscope through a coaxial cable of known capacitance. The read-
ings agree within a factor 1.5. An absolutely calibrated photodiode and
neutral density filters provided the total energy value of each laser pulse.
Laser and charge data were directly plotted by an automatic data acquisition
system.

Measurements of the spatial beam profile on the target were performed
for each experimental run by evaluating the area of the amorphous spots at
various laser fluences, as described in reference [41.

The experiments were performed in a vacuum of 5 xl -7-5 x 10-8 Torr.
*The samples were Si (111) and Si (100) lightly doped p-samples with 1-5 a-cm

and 15-50 f-cm, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electron and ion emission from Si (111) and Si (100) has been mea-
sured in many experimental runs with different focusing conditions. The
(le) radius P of the laser intensity profile on the sample has been varied
between 12 and 178 Um. The electron signal does not depend on the contami-
nation of the samFle surface. Cleaning procedures nuch as multiple shot ex-
posure below the fluence for morphological surface damage (5] do not modify
the observed features in the collected charges. Contrary to expectation, no
qualitative difference in the emission has been found between Si (111) and
Si (100) oriented samples, despite the differences in ionization potentials
[6,7]. Presumably the surface oxide layer present on the samples exposed to
air is not removed by laser pulse cleaning and thus lowers the ionization
potential at the surface of the sample (8).

Figure 1 shows the total of collected electron and ion charges versus
laser fluence in a typical plot for Si (111). The behavior of the electron
emission can be divided into three regimes. At lower fluences (region I) we
have a progressively nonlinear departure from a pure linear (slope = 1) re-
lationship between electron signal and laser fluence F

4
w. This indicates

that the energetically allowed single photon effect is accompanied by a non-
linear photoelectric effect. In a second range of laser fluences (region Il),
a decrease in the slope of the curve is observed. The collected charge sig-
nal is here dependent upon the bias voltage and scales approximately with

bias
5  

This behavior is then interrupted at a fluence F =0.08 a/cm"bias'
where amorphous spot formation and positive ion emission occur simultane-

ously. Above F4, (region III) a steep increase of the electron emission

occurs. In this regime each experimental point is obtained on a fresh por-

tion of the sample. Ion emission, on the other hand, is characterized by a

very steep behavior. There is no significant amount of ions emitted in re-

gions I and II. The ion signal emerges from the noise at about one quarter

• of the critical fluence Ft4. The first part of the ion emission has a rela-

tively low slope. It is jollowed by a jump-like behavior. Within 25% of

the critical value F" the emission increases by more than two orders oftt,
magnitude. At the critical fluence F4 for amorphous formation, the curve

bends to a lower slope, and equal amounts of electrons and ions are observed

S.
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above 2F- in region Ill.

A more illustrative wav of displaying these three regimes of electron
_enusslon is shown in Fio. 2, where the ratio Q/En of the total electron
• charge Q to the incident laser energy E, (in Joules) is plotted versus laser

fluence F(J/cr2) . The behavior at low fluences (region I) up to laser
flene -F4 is linear, as shown on an enlarged scale in Fig. 3. This

indicates that a superposition of linear and quadratic ionization processes
. is effective in this range of laser fluences. The functional dependence of
. the current density J('F,t) versus laser intensity I(f,t) is described by

2
J(r,t) = k I I (l ,t)e , k 2( (r t)el

where e is the electron charge, hv the photon energy and k1 . k2 the coeffi-
cients for linear and quadratic photoemission, respectively. Integrating
this equation over the space and time with the Gaussian beam profile results

In 2

-i-n kl - k2 2 F .En Ih- 2,' (h )2

Here T is the laser pulse duration, En the total energy of the laser pulse(J) and F its fluence /cm2).

ab The value of the quantum yield for single photon emission at 4.66 eV.
as deduced from the experiment, Quala 8{ te three e es 8er absorbed
photon, in agreement with data found in the ierote for silicon samples
exposed to atr 7. The experimental value for the quadratic effect, 3 ;
1.5 10-32 CM

2 
s is consistent with the results obtaned by ensoussan et al.

[9i, if extrapolated to higher photon energies. This nonlinear process com-
pletely dominates the electron eisssion over a wide range of laser fluences.
This can be attributed to a much higher escape probability for the two-photon
excited electrons which have an intrnsically higher (up to 4.6 eV) kineticcinsfrlna n udai htomsin epciey nertn
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FIG. 2. To? data arc replotted in terms FIG. 3. Ratio Q' n of emitted
of the ratio Q/En (emitted negative charge negative charge to incident
over incident laser energy) versus mnci- laser energy versus incident~dent laser fluence for Si (ill) . laser energy at different focus-

0 ing conditions on a Si (111)
sample. The values of tho

• laser spot radii are shown for
each curve.

energy than the electrons emitted by a single photon process, which have.
about 0.06 eV kinetic energy.

i The nonlinear behavior at fluences higher than - 9t4 /l5 is masked by

"" space charge limitations. This regime of emission depends on the bias volt-
. . age on the collecting electrode and cannot be neutralized at the highest bias
.- "."voltages permissible in our experimental conditions. Space charges rapidly

neutralize the applied fields at the surface. The electron emission is
• .'.limited to the leading edge of the picosecond pulse.

~Simultaneously with the observation of amorphous spot formation at the

critical laser fluence Fti. sharp rises in ion and electron emission occur.
.a The ion emission has a step-like behavior, and the electron space charge
• limitation is suddenly released. These discontinuities show that the surface
~conditions of the sample are suddenly modified at this fluence, as one would

expect for a phase transition to the molten state of silicon.

',Thermio ic emission is a eysepfunction of the electronteprue
". Te . Therefore, it should manifest itself with a highly nonlinear behavior

even in region I. In Fig. 3 the ratio Q/E0 versus incident laser energy En~for various laser spot sizes in region I shows that the behavior is strictly
' linear. Thus the thermionic contribution below the saturation equals at most

the accuracy of the data. Application of the Richardeon-Dushman equation

~t gives an upper limit of 2200 K for the average electron temperature during
~the laser pulse in region I. In region III the equal amounts of electrons

and ions observed boe2 reduce the possible thermionic emission contri-
bution to less than 10 Coulombs in this regime. This gives an upper limit
of - 3000 F for the average electron temperature during the phase transition.

00

CG1CW/S IONS

The results of our measurements can be summarized as follows. The elec-
tron charges collected at lower laser fluences must be attr.buted completely

sml. T v
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to t.%c str: -S~t IC7. Of s~~e:oo.:oo~sinand a q~uadratic phot'-
electric: effect. No ex.,erimental evidence for thermionic emission is found
in, Our measuremen.ts. _Th'is provides ar. upixtr li-1t Of 3330 K, to the averace
electron. temp.-2rature %e durngn the laser pulse duration. The data are con-
sistent with the establishmsent of equilibrium between the carrier and the
lattice temperature durn; the laser pulse (15 ps). A space charge limited

regime is observed for the electron emission at fluences between E7V-'l5 and
Sufficient charge densities )Cuonsz

3
) can build u: to screen the

apylied field in a fraction of the laser pulse duration. At the, critical
fluence for the phase transformation, melting resulting in subseq~uent forma-
tion of an amorphous p~attern, the sudden release of the space charge regime
and the appearance of positive charges are consistent with the notion of
surface melting during the laser pulse (10).
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PICGSE2ON;Z TIl.i-RESCLV,' OPTICAL STUDIES Of PLASM.A FORMATIO, AN: LA-IL
HEATING IN SILICO.:

L. A. LOMPRE, J. M. LIL,' H. KURZ AND N. BLOEMBERGEN

Division of App;lied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge,
MA 02138; *C.L.N. Saclay, DPh.G./S.P.A.S., 91191 Gif-sur-
Yvette, France; *'Departmer.t of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Bell Hall, SUNY at Buffalo, ktherst, NY 1426C

ABSTRACT

Time-resolved studies of reflectivity and transmassio:.,
at C.532 n., 1.0t4 mr and 2.6 .7r of thin silicon films fol-
lowing irradiation with Is [ulses at L.532 ar have been per-
formed. The formation of the eleztrot-hole plasma and the
evolution, of lattice temperature is investigated as a function
of pum: fluence and time delay. Quantitative deterination
of the plasma densities and lattice temperature u: to the
melting temperature shows that the maximum plasma density is
limited to 1 1021 cm-

3 
by Auger recombination even on a

time scale of ticoseconds at fluences sufficient to cause the
phas- transition. The thermal nature of the phase transition
is confirmed.

Numerous investigations of the change in optical properties of silicon
have been carried out as a function of picosecond irradiation fluence [1-4:.
These data indicate melting of the surface when the pulse fluence exceeds a
critical threshold value. This paper shows that more quantitative informa-
tion about thc lattice temperature and the electron-hole plasma kinetics can
be obtained by varying the wavelength of the probing beam and its time delay
with respect to the heating pulse.

The real part of the dielectric function at a probing frequency below
the direct bandaa:,

C' = n (TN)il - k2(TN)] - AN (1)
L

where

A= I

increases with the lattice temperature T due to indirect interband transi-
tions and decreases with the number of electron-hole pairs N. The optical
reduced mass, r* = (meC * mhl may depend on the structure in the vicinity
of the conduction band minimum and valence band maximum covered by the ener-
getic distribution of the carriers during the time of observation.

The imaginary part of the dielectric function

C" - 2n (T,N)k L(T,N) + BN (2)

where

4-e 4.2, 1 1

W 3 e' mh<h>)

increases with the temperature T and plasma density N. As a third unknown
parameter, the scattering times of the carriers (le and 

1
h
) 
averaged over

their energy distribution come into play.

At a wavelength of 532 nm the real part C' reveals the opposing effects

Hat. Hs. soc. Symp. flo. Vol. 23 (194) O 0Iselor Science PIbelhhaq Co., Inc.
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of increasin lattice tererature and inreasin- lasma densiFty. Toe ima -

nary jart depends mainl on the lattice temperature, whil plasma abscr: ti:.
is negligible at 532 ncI CC . B'. contrast, at 2.L I. and 1. both i' a_,
C are dominated by plasma effects 17;.

Careful comparison between the time-resolved spectra of the reflectivity
and transmission at tnese wavelengths permits the quantitative determinatic:.
of the lattice temperature and plasma density during and after ps excitat~c:.Z
by photons whose enermies are about twice as large as the indirect band ga;
of Si.

To avoid undesirable diffusion phenomena and obtain uniform temperatur

and !lasma profiles within the penetration depth of the exciting Iur- laser,
the measurements nave been p rformed on thin (C.5 ir films of silicon o:.
sa: phire (SCE). In add:tion, the multiple interferences between air-silicc:.

and silicon-sapphire interfaces increase the sensitivity to changes of the
dielectric function.

Further understanding of the picosecond dynamics of semiconductor car-

riers and lattice has been ottained by a novel three-pulse technique. Tn
first pulse at 532 nm creates carriers. A second pump pulse at 1.064 r of
30 ps duration adds energy to the plasma by free carrier absorption, without

* changing its density. The effect of this additional plasma heatin is
studied by a third probing pulse at 532 r, at different time delays wlth re-
spect to the first two heating pulses [8). If the excess energy is retainco
in the plasma for times comparable to Auger recombination time, the tempera-
ture of the electron-hole plasma is increased above the band gal. Impact
ionization and, consequently, a lowering of the dielectric function art
expected.

Tne experimental set-up for all these measurements is similar to that
described in reference [31. Due to Auger recombination the electron-hole
plasma density drops below 1. 1020 cm

-3 
after 150 ps, and the plasma contri-

bution to E' and C" becomes negligible for 532 nm liqht. At a time dLlay of
200 ps the lattice temperature can be directly measured by transmission,
changes of silicon film at various fluence levels. The SOS samile is heated
by a 20 ps pulse with a diameter of 300 _.. The probe pulse at the same
wavelength is focused to 30 Lzr. and aligned directly at the center of the ;umr
spot. The polarization of the two beams is ortnogonal to suppress undesir-
able interferences. The fluence of the probe pulse is kept at 0.1% of th(
pump fluence to avoid reheating phenomena.

As shown in Fig. 1, the SOS film exhibits significant changes of reflec-

tivity and transmission with increasing fluence level of the pumi pulse Ft2

The reflectivity increases gradually from 15% to 40%, followed by a flat
level ur to 0.16 J/cm'. Above this level a sharp rise to 69% occurs, which
corresponds to the metallic reflectivity of liquid silicon at an anqle of 260
as used in this experiment. The flat level portion reflects the conditions
of bulk reflectivity because of the nearly complete suppression of the mul-

*tiple interferences by the strong increase of the film absorbance.

The transmission drops continuously from an initial value of 48% to th,
detection limit of 1% at 0.2 j/cm

2
. This limit corresponds to an average

optical absorption a = 4qnk/X > 7 x 104 cm
- , 

nearly one order of magnitude
above the room temperature value of a - 104 cm

-
C. According to the measure-

ments of Jellison and Modine, the absorption coefficient a increases exponen-
tially with temperatures a = a0exp(T/e), where 8 = 430 T 30 K and i0 is a
constant factor [9]. We determined a0 - 4200 cr

- 
for the SaI sample at room

temperature. From the transmission data of Fig. 1 we extract the surface and
average temperatures in the following way. We calculate the temperature pro-
file T(x) after 200 ps for various laser fluences, taking into account the
temperature dependence of optical absorption, thermal conductivity and heat
capacity. These T(x) profiles are converted into absorption profiles L(x) =
aoexp(T(x)/e) and compared with the optical densities & = d

-
d x)dx
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Ft3. 1. Reflectivity and transreus-

ad-n at ) = 3 no , proed ithed ta
delay 't 20.e pe after the pumt u Tpulse at =5e 2 s m, versus incident
fluence in a 0.5 sufc thick SOS samt

obtained from the transmission data. O00 0.1 015
TlTe corre sponding surface tempera- F." (ni t u
tures . and aversqe temperature T =

Fig 02f T(x)dx of SOS are plotted in
and versus the incident laser FIG. 2. Average temperature and
fluence F . It should be noted that surface temperature T. in SOS sample.
the multi;eco interferences of SOS obtained from the transmission data
lead to raoidly varying spatial modu- versus incident fluence.
lation of the enerdy absorption during
the ps irradiation. Therefore, we measured in addition the reflectivity P
and transmission T at a time delay St = 0. From the fraction of absorbed
energy A = I -R- T, we calculated the expected temperature rise using the
simple thermal model. There is excellent agreement between the two
approaches.

This ortical probing of the lattice temperature reveals significantly
higher values than those derived from Raman scattering [10] . When our data
are extrapolated to higher fluence levels along the dashed lines in Fig. 2.
the melting temperature Of 168) IC is reached at the surface of SOS for a
laser fluence above 160 mS/crr

2
. It is precisely at this fluence level that

the reflectivity of SOS starts to rise to the liquid state value, as shown in
Fig. i.

At shorter tim. delays 't between pump and probe pulses, the negative
plasma contribution (-AN = -(4'le /'m*)N) competes with the positive contri-
bution fror, the increased lattice temperature. The complete time-resolved
spectra of reflectivit9 and transmission of SOS shown in Fig. 3 reveals the
temporal change of the dielectric constants £' and C" by the formation of

4electron-hole plasma and evolution of the lattice temperature. The trans-
mission drop is obviously terminated immediately after the excitation pulse,
indicating that the lattice heating is completed at this time and the phonons
contributing to the indirect absorption process have reached a steady state
temperature.

The reflectivity, however, rises to a maximum at tt - 0 ps and passes
through a minimum where the plasma contribution AN is compensated by the tem-
perature-induced increase of nL(T). The slow recovery of the reflectivity to
the final value of 22% is clearly due to decay of the plasma density via

6
,6 -• •.. . , - . L'- a c L ;
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SS 4 FL. . Time-resolved reflectivitv
, , a:.i transmission. in SOS induced r'v

r; *...... um: pulse at 53. n. witn 5. r.: c-
eand probed at the same wavelength. at

2-different time delays (solid lin& .
N..MSM.SSIO, The dotted line indicates changes

'. = 1 6=.== induced ty a second pur bear at
Rt nF[,LIVI, 1364 nm with 25 mJ/cm' ayrlied witi.

the time delay t, 1 = 150 -s after
" 1 the first pump pulse at 532 n-

Auger rezo.mc:nation. T calculate the ,lasma density, role of th, irn ac-
ie:ization during the laser irradiation has to be clarizt.-d.

A first pulse at 532 nm with 50 m/cm
2
' creates a carrier plasma and ele-

vates tne lattice temperature (full line in Fig. 3). A second pulst wit:n
3L F

s 
duration at 1.064 Lm adds around I eV excess energy to the 1iasma at a

time delay Lt, 1 = 100 Fs. A third pulse at 532 nnt probes the-resulting
changes in reflectivity 'R and transmission AT at a time delay .t31. The
dotted line in Fig. 3 shows the effect of the second heating pulse (25
m-7 • /cr2). A further increase of lattice temperature is observed, but no evi-
dence for a change in the plasma term 4ne

2
N/w

2
m* can be deduced. Obviously

neither the reduced mass m* nor the density of electron-hole pairs is changed
by the additional heating of the plasma. As in the case of 532 nm excita-
tion, thet optical input energy is imnediately transferred to the phonon
system. The plasma cools off so rapidly that the probability for the crea-
tion of new electron-hole pairs is very low.

Thus the electron-hole plasma kinetics is mainly governed by the optical
generation rate G, the Auger recombination rate yN

3 
and the diffusion rate

NDa where Da is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient.

The three-pulse plasma heating technique permits a precise determination
of the temporal dependence of the free carrier absorption %7CA = NOFCA, by
measuring the additional amount of lattice heating at different delay time
.5t2 1" In Fig. 4 the probing pulse is set at a time delay of At = 400 ps,
monitoring the relative change of reflectivity AR and transmission AT.
Clearly the additional heating of the lattice is proportional to the number
of electron-hole pairs N. The heating peaks at a time delay At21 of 10 ps,
indicating the moment when the plasma density reaches a maximum.

The decrease of AR and AT at larger At21 reflects again the decay of the
plasma density via Auger recombination. This thermometric determination of
plasma relaxation is by far more sensitive than direct optical measurements.
The solid line in Fig. 4 shows the calculated relative reflectivity and

€o~~' , S ,'

TFIG. 4. Relative changes of reflec-
tivity (AR) and transmission (AT)

* .probed at a delay fixed at 400 ps
aT induced by a second pulse at 1064 nm

o m m with a fluence of 40 J1cm2 as a
Liz function of its time delay At 2 1 .



transmission ch iOS cf E..?. Tne Liasma densitv N~x~t) nas been calculate
numericallv wit!! N 4 ' 1 c-'se-, I [a 1, 3 T- ' 3C _ ,
and CFC S 11 7. lC '3-' c.- I11;. The calcalation assumes that t:h.- at,-
sorbed laser erner;-.. is distributed immedi.atelv tc, tne lattice. Tno relativ,
cnanges of R and T are evaluated by usin,? conventional thin film ortics ex-

I

pressions at a fluenc=e level of F;_ = 5'j mi'cm-. The plasma density reaches
a maximum of -4 11-2- cm-

3 
at .t = 1,2 ps and drops to 6.5 l 01 cm_- at

33) ps, exactly retroducin _ the relaxation by Auger recombinatio.

By changing the probe wavelength to 2.8 ,;m, the contribution. of tr;. lat-
tice temperature to C' and C" becomes negligible comepared to the plasma ef-
fects. The transients in reflectivity and transmission of SOS are exclu-
dively dominated by the plasma termis AN and BN at this wavelength. Probed at
a time delay of 12 Os. where the plasma density reaches a rnaximui-, the trans-
mission of SOS drops to zero for 2.6 .im already at low laser fluunces of t
excitation bean-, as shown in Fig. 5. The initial rise in the transrission
below 20' mJ/cr.- is solely due to interference effects in. SOS sar-rles.

The reflectivity exhibits a plasma resonance, indicating that the plasma
density exceeds N,= m *! TE(c/eXl = 2.5 11;0 cm 

3 
where C,. - 11.6 is tr-

high frequency dielectric constant and m* - (m'" + m7
1 1  0.15 in, is thoe

optical reduced susceptibility masses of electron-hole plasma in equilibriur
with the lattice phonons. As soon as the plasma edge is reached, the trans-
mission drops to zero and no further probing of the plasma kinetics is
possible.

To determine the plasma densities at higher fluence levels close to the~
threshold for the phase transition, probing at 1.064 .im is preferable. At
this wavelength the reflectivity does not exhibit a Drude-like resonance.
The density ap-pears to be limited below the critical density Nc = 1.76 -12"
cm-

1 
for this wavelength. The transmission remains measurable up to the

threshold fluence for melting. Again, the slight increase of the transmis-
sion at low fluences is due to multiple interferences of the probing light
between the SOS interfaces. Around F

2~- = 0.160 J/cm
2

, where the SOS sample
starts to melt, transmission drops to 34%. With the free carrier absorption
0Y = ;-.1 10-18 T/33u9 cm: reported in the literature and with our numneri-
cally calculated distribution functions for N~x) and T~x), a density at the
surfa-e N. 1 x1021 cr-

3 
is derived. This value is in good agreement wit'.

theoretical calculations of the spatial and temporal development of the
plasma density N(x,t) based on thermal equilibrium between plasma and lattice
phonons.

In conclusion, time-resolved measurements of reflectivity and transmis-
sion of SOS samples as a function of pum[ fluence, time delay and of probina
wavel1eng~th provide quantitative data about the lattice temperatures and
p~lasma density during and after the irradiation with picosecond pulses.
Close to fluence threshold for phase transitions at the sample surface, the
lattice temperature reaches the melting point and the plasma density peaks to

I.

Fig. 5. Time-resolved transmission
* . in SOS (0.5 ias) induced by a pump

pulse at 532 nm at different

01 fluences and probed at 1.064 and
002.8 um at a time delay of 10 ps.

!6 6
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1 i2 cm
-

, lima tei t," Auq'r recomnatlor. Tneru is nc evidenze for irr;at
ionization throuohout tnc ranc7 of laser flu.nc~s, indcatnc a fast ener-.
loss of the electron-hole ilas.a via Fh:rnon emn ssion.. Tn cnaracterlsti'
energy transfer tim- is less t.har a few ricoseconds, in agreement wit). t t
theoretical expectations based on deformation potential scatterin. The lat-
tice reaches the melting point during the picosecond pulse, if the ener:.y
fluence exceeds the threshold value necessary to observe a phase transitio..

This research was su-ported by the United States Office of Naval
Research under contract NC3214-83-K-0030.
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Abstract. Picosecond time-resolved reflectivitv measurements on bare silicon surfaces and
silicon surfaces with oxide layers reveal very fast heat diffusion and material evaporation on
subnanosecond time scales. With a thick oxide layer resolidification of a molten silicon
surface can take place in a few hundred picoseconds. At high laser fluences, vaporization
processes take only a couple of 100ps.

PACS: 64.70.Fx, 44, 79.20.Ds

Recent experimental results [1, 2] on ultrafast pulsed phase transformation under extreme conditions
laser interactions with silicon have demonstrated that [1, 2].
thermal equilibrium between the dense photo-excited Previously, we have reported that at higher fluences.
electron-hole plasma and the silicon lattice is es- evaporation of material from the irradiated surface can
tablished on a picosecond time scale. Experiments with take place. The morphologies of evaporation or re-
femtosecond laser pulses [3] indicated subpicosecond moval of material induced by a 20-ps laser pulse under
energy transfer times from the carriers to the lattice various conditions have been studied [6]. When a
and subsequent structural changes of the silicon lattice silicon surface covered by a layer of SiO 2 is irradiated
in a few picoseconds. Our earlier experiments [4] with a picosecond pulse at a fluence above certain
measured on picosecond time scales the temperature threshold value, the oxide layer can be removed after
rise of a silicon lattice induced by 20-ps laser pulses. the pulse. The sharp, reproducible threshold laser
When the laser pulse has sufficient fluence to induce fluences to induce melting of the silicon surface.
melting, heating rates can be as high as 1014 IC/s. cracking of the SiO 2 layer, and complete removal of
Transient lattice heating, melting, and overheating of SiO 2, for samples, with oxide layers of different
the melt are observed during the 20-ps pulse duration thicknesses are reported in this paper. We also describe
[5]. The extremely high heating rates on the surface picosecond time-resolved reflectivity measurements on
create very steep gradients in the temperature profiles silicon surfaces covered by oxide layers of known
which then induce very high cooling rates through fast thickness in comparison with data taken on bare
diffusion of the heat into the bulk substrate after the silicon surfaces to demonstrate the very fast processes
pulse. These ultrafast heating and cooling processes of heat diffusion and material evaporation in different
induced by picosecond pulses provide a unique oppor- laser fluence regimes.
tunity to study the thermodynamics of transient phase
transitions and the kinetics of crystal regrowth and

Experimental
* Permanent address: GTE Laboratories Incorporated. Silicon wafers of (100) and (Ill) surfaces were used in

Sylvan Road, Waltham. MA 02254, USA
** Permanent address: C.E.N./Saclay, DPh.G'S.PA.S., this experiment. However, the data do not depend on
F.91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France the surface orientation except that the amorphous
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patterns induced by the 20-ps pulses at , = 532 nm are the reflectivity increases from an initial value of 31.5%
easier to observe on a (111) surface. The oxide layers of gradually with increasing pump fluence because of
well-controlled thickness characterized with an argon heating of the silicon surface below the melting thres-
laser [7] were grown by heat treatment in dry 02, at hold. At higher fluences, the decrease of the reflectivi:y
960 or 1100 °C, respectively, for appropriate time with increasing pump fluence at 100 and 200 ps probe
durations. In this experiment, we exclusively used the delays indicates overheating of the molten surface with
20-ps pulses at 532-nm wavelength from the second excess fluence above the melting threshold. This re-
harmonic of a mode-locked Nd: YAG laser. The time- duced reflectivity recovers to the 69% level as the
resolved reflectivity measurements were performed overheated liquid silicon surface cools down. This
with the same experimental setup described in [4]. process takes about 300 ps at a fluence below 0.5 J/cm2.
Briefly, the sample is heated by a pump pulse focused Cooling and resolidification of the molten silicon
to a diameter of 300 pm at the (l/e) intensity contour of surface are driven by diffusion of heat into the bulk
its Gaussian spatial profile. The probe pulse at the substrate. At fluences just above the melting threshold.
same wavelength (;. = 532 nm) focused to a diameter of these processes may take place right after the pulse.
30 pm at the exact center of the pump spot is incident at When the resolidification front reaches the optical
26- to the normal of the sample surface. The variable penetration depth of molten silicon (about 90 A at
time delay of the probe pulse with respect to the pump 532 nm), the reflectivity starts to drop. This explains
pulse can be extended from -50 ps to 2.5 ns. the gradual drops of the reflectivity after I ns probe

delay at fluences between 0.2 and 0.26 J/cm2 . Without
Remits the precise knowledge of the initial melt depth at

various pump fluences, we cannot derive an accurate
Here, we discuss the results on three different samples: value of the upper limit of the regrowth speed.
bare (111) silicon, (11) silicon with a thin SiO 2 layer of However, if we estimate a conservative melt depth of
410A thickness, and (111) silicon with a thick SiO 2  400 A, the regrowth speed in the initial stage of
layer of 2 100 A. Figure I shows the reflectivity of a bare resolidification may well be above 30 m/s. This high
silicon surface as a function of pump fluence at various regrowth speed results in amorphization of the silicon
probe delays longer than 100 ps when the pump and surface observable at fluences between 0.2 and
probe pulses are temporally completely separated. A 0.26 J/cm 2 [6, 8]. At fluences above 0.26 J/cm2 cooling
sharp rise of the reflectivity to 69%, characteristic of takes longer times as indicated by the long-lasting high
the metallic reflectivity of molten silicon at an incident reflectivity. The slower regrowth speeds then allow the
angle of 260, indicates the occurrence of melting at a liquid surface to resolidify into crystalline phase at a
threshold fluence of 0.2 J/cm2 [4, 5]. At lower fluences, threshold fluence of 0.26 J/cm2 .
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When a silicon surface has a SiO, layer, the optical into the SiO 2 overlay changes the optical property of
reflectivity can be changed drastically due to multiple SiO, gradually. This drop of reflectivity then stops at
interferences in the oxide layer [7] although SiO, does 500ps and the reflectivity stays constant with time
not absorb light at 532 nm. In our experiment, the until the resolidification front under the molten silicon
sample with a thin SiO 2 layer has an initial reflectivity layer comes within one optical absorption depth from
of 26.5% at 532 nm and the one with a thick SiO 2 layer the surface after about I ns, as discussed previously.
has an initial R = 30%, which are both very close to the The temperature dependence of the heat diffusivity in
bare silicon reflectivity of 31.5%. For the sample with a SiO 2 is not available to us. If we take the only available
thin oxide layer, melting also occurs at a threshold value D=0.006cm 2/s at room temperature [10]. we
fluence of 0.2 J 'cm 2 as indicated by the sharp rise in the estimate a time duration on the order of I ns for the
plot of reflectivity vs pump fluence at various probe heat to diffuse across the 410A-thick SiO, layer.
delays in Fig. 2. At fluences below 0.2 J,'cm 2 heating of Presumably, the time-resolved reflectivity data show

* the silicon surface also increases the reflectivity gradu- that heat diffusion establishes a uniform temperature
ally with increasing pump fluence. However, no change profile in the SiO 2 layer within 500 ps. Then heat
in the behavior of multiple interferences as a function diffusion into the bulk silicon substrate is solely
of probe time delay was observable. At a very reprodu- responsible for further cooling of the hot silicon surface
cible threshold fluence of 0.26Ji/cm2, we started to and the SiO 2 layer afterwards.
observe cracking and partial removal of the SiO 2 layer. At higher fluences, heating of the SiO 2 layer through
Complete, clean removal of the SiO 2 layer occurs at a heat diffusion from the overheated molten silicon
threshold of 0.3 Ji/cm 2 . Because SiO 2 softens at 1853 surface may raise the temperature to the softening
and melts at 1983 K [9] which are both higher than the point or even the melting point of SiO 2. Meanwhile,
melting point of silicon at 1685 K and because SiO 2  the vapor pressure of the overheated silicon surface
does not absorb light at 532 nm, at fluences between 0.2 also increases with increasing pump fluence. The
and 0.26 J/cm 2 the silicon surface melts under the solid softened or molten SiO 2 may react with the molten
oxide layer and resolidifies into amorphous phase silicon to form SiO which then evaporates [8]. At even
afterwards. In this fluence regime, the high reflectivity higher fluences, direct evaporation of Si0 2 or blow-off
level rises during the pulse and reaches a maximum of SiO 2 by silicon vapor pressure can take place. After
value of 61% at lOO ps delay, which is lower than the the SiO 2 layer is completely removed, the surface then
reflectivity of the bare molten silicon surface because of shows the high reflectivity R = 69% of the bare molten
the multiple interferences in the oxide layer. However, silicon surface. The reflectivity plots in Fig. 2 then
the reflectivity does not stay at the maximum value, but demonstrate the time scale of the evaporation
it keeps on changing and starts to drop after 100ps processes. At fluences between 0.26 and 0.3 j/cm 2

when heat diffusion from the molten silicon surface where the removal of Si0 2 is never complete and

I
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clean, the reflectivity recovers gradually to higher thresholds of 0.33J/cm2 for cracking and partial
levels that never reach 69%. In this fluence regime all removal and 0.39J/cm2  for complete removal.
the processes of heating, softening, cracking, and Although the layer is much thicker, the process of
partial removal of SiO 2 can happen and the changes evaporation and removal also takes only a few
in the reflectivity are very complicated. Above hundred picoseconds to about 2 ns, depending on the
0.3 J/cm2 where complete removal of the SiO 2 layer is pump fluence. At a time delay of 1-1.5 ns, the reflectiv-
observed, the reflectivity eventually reaches the 69% ity data become very scattered due to scattering of the
level after certain time delay which depends on the probe light by the evaporated SiO 2 particles in front of
pump fluence. At fluences just above 0.3J/cm 2 the the sample surface. The data become clean again after a
evaporation process may take 2 ns. At fluences above longer delay when these particles are completely
0.4J/cm2 it takes 150 to 200ps to complete the removed.
evaporation. At a fluence between 0.22 and 0.33 J/cm2 , the reflectiv-
The data on the sample with a thick SiO 2 layer of ity data of the sample with a thick oxide layer show
2100A thickness also demonstrate very interesting early cooling of the molten silicon surface due to
features of the heat diffusion and evaporation pro- diffusion of heat into the SiO 2 layer before the heat
cesses. However, because of the larger thickness of the diffusion into the bulk silicon substrate starts to cool
SiO, layer, multiple interferences and heat diffusion down the molten silicon layer. This phenomenon is
together make the reflectivity strongly dependent upon particularly obvious at fluences just above the melting
probe time delay. The data became too complicated for threshold of 0.22 J/cm 2 .

a plot as in Fig. I or 2. In this sample, the threshold For the purpose of comparison, the reflectivity changes
fluence for melting is increased to 0.22j/cm 2 presum- of the three samples pumped at the same fluence of
ably because more heat is diffused into the thicker Si0 2  0.23 j/cm 2 are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of probe
layer during laser heating of the silicon surface. At time delay. The reflectivity of the bare silicon surface
fluences below this threshold, the reflectivity increases rises abruptly to the reflectivity of molten silicon
gradually with increasing pump fluence. In contrast to during the pulse, stays until resolidification front
the trace in Fig. 2 for the sample with a thin SiO 2 layer, driven by heat diffusion into the bulk substrate reaches
the reflectivity now changes with time delay even an optical depth from the molten surface after I ns, and
below the melting threshold because the 2100 A SiO 2  then drops gradually as the whole molten layer
layer thickness is closer to the probe wavelength of resolidifies. For the sample with a thin SiO 2 layer, the
5320 A so that changes in the optical property in this reflectivity also rises during the pulse as the silicon
layer due to heating induce observable effects from surface melts under the solid SiO 2 layer. It reaches a
multiple interferences. At higher fluences, removal of maximum of 61% at 100 ps time delay and falls as the
the SiO 2 layer is also observed with reproducible SO 2 layer is heated by the heat diffusion. The reflectiv-
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itN then stays constant from 500ps to I ns time delay and evaporation processes. Transparent laycr iith
after the oxide layer acquires a uniform temperature lower melting and boiling points than the melting
profile and before resolidification of the underlying point of the substrate may also be useful. as %ould a
molten silicon layer starts to reduce the reflectivitN. time-resolved mass-spectrographic stud> of the
The reflectivity trace of the sample with a thick SiO, evaporating species.
layer reveals a completely different process of cooling.
It rises somewhat more gradually to its maximum Acknowledgement. Thisvork wassupported h% the U.S Office ol
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Note added in proof: I. In order to avoid interference of pump
and probe, the pump beam is s-polarized, whereas the probe is
p-polarized.
2. The error limits on the R values are ±0.5% at zero or very
low pump fluences and ± 1% at higher pump fluences close to
or above the melting threshold.
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Optical heating of electron-hole plasma In silicon by picosecond pulses
L.-A. LomprO,") J.-M. Liub) H. Kurz, and N. Bloembergen
Gordon McKay Laboratory. Division of Applied Sciences. Harvard University. Cambridge. Massachusetts
02138

* (Received 12 September 1983; accepted for publication I I October 1983)

Using a novel three-pulse technique, essential information about the density, optical effective
mass, and kinetics of laser-generated plasmas in silicon has been obtained.

PACS numbers: 72.30. + q, 79.20.Ds, 71.35. + z

* Numerous investigations of the change in optical prop- and decreases with the number of electron-hole pairs N. As
erties of silicon induced by a strong pump or "heating" pulse long as there is no reliable information about the modifica-
have recently been carried out.'' By varying the wavelength tion oftheoptical reduced massm* = (m*i, ' + m*,- ') 'at
of the probing pulse and its time delay with respect to the high densities and carrier temperatures T, available, the re-
picosecond pump pulse, the contributions due to a variation flectivity data of laser-generated plasmas in silicon allow
in lattice temperature and those due to changes in carrier only the determination of N/m*.
density have been separately determined.' The imaginary part of the dielectric function

The real part of the dielectric function at a probing fre- 4me2N I ! If- = 2n2L(T kiL(T) +  ,,J' N m*,I , +  I
quency w L + mA(7A))

C =n2(T)[I Aa(T) 4Te2N (1) (2)
L m*W 2  increases with Nand T; however, as a third unknown param-

increases with the lattice temperature T(dn/dT> 0, A- < 1) eter, the scattering times of the carriers (,r,, rh) averaged

over their energy distribution come into play. Thus the ex-
vPeranent addre CEN/Salay. DPh. 0/SPAS.. 91191 GFfaur- perimental determination of e' and c" does not provide suffi-.. Yvente Cedex. Frnce.

b'Pernmanent address: Department of Electrical and Computer Engineer- cient information to solve separately for N,. N,, and mo.
ing, Bell Hall. SUNY at Buffalo, Amherst, New York 14260 In this letter results obtained with a three-pulse tech-

S3 Appl. Phys. Left. 44 (1), 1 January 104 0003-6951/84/010003-03$01.00 1 N3 American Institute ot Physics 3
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- first pump pulu at 532 nm with 50 mI/cm2 and probed at the same wave- ps. induced by a second pulse at 1064 nm with a fluence F,-, = 40 mJ/cm-.

!engths at different time delays (full line). Changes induced by the second The AR and A T values are measured as a function of its delay time t,.,
p-imp beam at 1064 nm with 25 mJ/cm2 (lotted line).

nique are reported. The first pulse, with a fluence of 50 second pulse. The data indicate that the energy relaxation
mJ/cm' in the visible (A = 530 nm)of20-ps duration, creates time rw of the carriers with the lattice is faster than impact
the carrier plasma. A second pulse at A = 1.06 ym of 30-ps ionization.
duration adds energy to the plasma by the free-carrier ab- In Fig. 2 the probe pulse is fixed at At,3 = 400 ps. The
sorption processes without changing its density. A third change in reflectivityAR is measured as a function ofA42 ,. It
pulse (A = 530 nm) probes the resulting changes in reflectiv- therefore measures the variation in the lattice temperature.
ity and transmission of a 0.5-pum-thick silicon-on-sapphire Clearly, the additional heating by the second pulse of 40 mJ/
(SOS) sample. Details of the experimental geometry have cm2 is maximum for A t 2 = 10 ps and decays as the plasma
been given in Ref. 5. density created by the first pulse decays.

The time delay between the first two pulses is kept fixed, These data are consistent with a model in which the
Jt2, = 100 ps. Then the reflectivity and transmission as a energy relaxation time r., between carriers and lattice is
function of A r,,, the time delay of the probe pulse, is shown taken to be short compared to the pulse duration. In fact, we
in Fig. I for two cases. The drawn lines are valid in the ab- have put rw = 0. Instantaneous thermal enhancement of the
sence of the second pulse. This behavior has been explained indirect absorption at 0.53 pm is assumed. Thus the genera-
previously' in terms of decaying plasma density and with the tion rate of electron-hole pairs experiences a significant in-
asymptotic values of R and Tindicating the change in lattice crease' during the picosecond excitation at 0.53 #. With
temperature. The dotted lines are valid when the IR plasma these assumptions, the highest possible plasma densities in
heating pu!se of 25 mJ/cm2 is applied. The data give the the absence of impact ionization are calculated. The results
variations dR and A T, due to the change in lattice tempera- for a fluence level of F' = 100 mJ/cm are shown in Fig. 3,
ture There is no evidence for an increase in N /m* due to the where the plasma density at the surface N, and the surface

C-Si
200 2F0  :lOmJ/cm

W p4at- FIG. 3. Calculated temporal profile

-4 of the plama density N = N, = N.
- and lattice tenpefature at the sur-
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0 temperature T, are plotted versus time. The plasma densit) picture that the carrier plasma rapidly cools off by transfer-
reaches the maximum with - 6.7 x 10' 20 cm -' a few pico- ring energy to the lattice. Plasma heating by free-carrier ab-
seconds after the intensity maximum of the Gaussian tempo- sorption does not lead to significant impact ionization. The
ral excitation profile centered at 4t = 0. The plasma density "simple heating" model equations yield the correct plasma

,. is strongly reduced by Auger recombination (r = 4 x 10--'). density and temperature on a picosecond time scale. The real
The rise and peak of the lattice temperature are retarded part of the dielectric constant is consistent with a low value
with respect to the plasma features. of the effective mass, and the imaginary part indicates a shor-

Optical probing of the plasma generated at this fluence tening of the momentum relaxation times.
level yields an upper limit of N/m* values with N/m* This work was supported by the U. S. Office of Naval
= 4 x l0s g 'cm - 3 4, The maximum possible value of Research under contract No. 0014-83K-0030. One of us

the optical mass at this fluence level is m*<0.18 io. Thus, (H.K.) would like to acknowledge partial support from the
the data are consistent with a nearly constant reduced opti- Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, Bonn, R. R. Ger-
cal mass m = (m.- ' + '[) = 0.15 mo, expected for a many.
plasma in thermal equilibrium with the lattice.

The solid lines in Fig. 2 are calculated on the basis of
this model with the free-carrier absorption cross section at 'D. H. Auston, C. M. Surko, T. N. C. Venkatesan, R. E. Slusher, and J A
1.06 um taken to be a = 2.3 x 10-"7 (T/300). This coeffi- Golovchenko. Appl. Phys. Lett. 33, 437 (19781
cient is four times larger than that reported at lower carrier 'J. M. Liu, R. Yen, H. Kurz, and N. Bloembergen, Appl. Phys. Lett. 39,755

concentrations.' The carrier momentum relaxation times r, (1981); R. Yen, J. M. Liu, H. Kurz, and N. Bloembergen, Appl. Phys A 27.
153 (1982).

and rh, occurring in Eq. (2), are drastically reduced at high 'J. M. Liu, H. Kurz, and N. Bloembergen, Appl. Phys. Lett. 41. 643 (19821.
temperatures and high plasma densities; alternatively, the 'D. von der Linde and N. Fabricius. Appl. Phys. Let. 41,991 (19821
Drude model does not adequately describe the absorption. A 'L. A. Lompre, J. M. Liu, H. Kurz, and N. Bloembergen, Appl. Phys. Lett.

more complete theoretical discussion will be presented else- 43, 168 (19831.
6A. Lietoila and F. Gibbons, Appl. Phys. Lett. 40, 624 (19821.

where. 'H. van Driel. L. A. Lompre, and N. Bloembergen (unpublishedi
In conclusion, the three-pulse experiments support the 'K. G. Svantesson, J. Phys. D 12, 425 (1979).
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Appendix 7

13 Picosecond time-resolved reflectivity and transmission at 1.9 and 2.8 ym of
laser-generated plasmas in silicon and germanium

H. M. van Driel,") L.-A. Lompr.b) and N. Bloembergen
Gordon McKay Laboratory, Division of Applied Sciences. Harvard University. Cambridge, Massachusetts
02138

(Received 24 October 1983; accepted for publication 14 November 1983)

We have observed plasmon resonances with 1.9-pum and 2.8-pim probe pulses in silicon and
germanium, excited by 25-ps pulses up to 40 mJ/cm2 at 0.53 and 1.06pym, respectively. Firm
values of N/m* are derived.

PACS numbers: 72.30. + q, 71.45.Gm, 52.25.Ps, 52.50.Jm

The kinetics of laser-generated electron-hole plasmas in employing a 1.06-pm picosecond probe a normalized den-
semiconductors and their possible influence on phase transi- sity of N/m* = 3.4 x 104" g-I cm- 3 has been found for a
tions have been of considerable interest, particularly in the 0.53-pm, 25-ps, 100-ni/cm2 excitation pulse.6 According to
area of laser annealing of ion-implanted materials.' One of the Drude model the plasmon resonance would therefore be
the most direct techniques which can be used to obtain the expected at a wavelength of
carrier density and its temporal and spatial evolution in- A = c/e(m*/N(I)2(rc )/2 -2 m,
volves time-resolved free-carrier infrared spectroscopy2

with the ambipolar plasmas probed in reflection and/or where c. = 11.8 is the high-frequency dielectric constant.
transmission. This technique has been used' 4 in nanosecond In this letter we report the direct observation of the
and picosecond time scales to observe transient plasmon re- plasmon resonances by using picosecond probe pulses at 1.9
sonances at 5.4 and 10.6pum in Ge, Si, and GaAs for plasma and 2.8 pm. A firm value of N /m* is derived.
densities of 10 1902O cm - 3.To investigate higher densities A passively mode-locked Nd:yttrium aluminum garnet
in Si, several researchers have used high picosecond or fem- laser was used to produce single 30-ps, 1.06-pm pulses which
tosecond excitations with probe pulses at wavelengths < 1.06 had Gaussian spatial and temporal profiles. These pulses
p./m.5 Although a free-carrier induced drop in the reflectivity were respectively focused to spot sizes of 800-pm diameter
is observed in all cases, the enhanced reflectivity associated (e- 'intensity points) on (111) surfaces of nearly intrinsic Ge
with the plasmon resonance is not. Due to a lack of knowl- and Si wafers. The back surface of these samples was optical-
edge of the detailed dielectric function at high excitation lev- ly diffuse and so prevented undesired interference effects.
els, it is difficult to extract quantitative information about The generated plasmas were probed in reflection (R ) and in
the plasma parameters from such experiments. However, transmission (T) using 1.9 and 2.8-pm pulses which were
even assuming the validity of Drude-Zener formalism, opti- derived from a portion of the initial 1.06-pm pulse by the
cal measurements allow only the evaluation ofN/m*, where stimulated Raman scattering in 50-cm-long cells containing
N is the plasma density and m* the electron-hole reduced 50 atmospheres of H2 and CH4, respectively. The first Stokes
conductivity effective mass.' From previous experiments component from the H2 gas and the second Stokes compo-

nent from ihe CH4 gas were selected using interference
'Permanent address: Department of Physics and Erindale College, Univer. filters. The pulse widths, although not measured, are esti-
'ity of Toronto. Toronto, Canada, MSS IA7.

bPermanent address: C.E.N./Saclay, DPh.G./S.P.A.S., 91191 Gif-sur- mated7 to be less than 30 ps" The probe pulses, whose sPatial
Yvette Cedex, France. profile was measured to be close to diffraction limited, were
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* FIG. 1. Reflectivity and transmission of bulk Si at 1.9 Am as a function of
probe time delay after a 0 .5 3 -pm pump pulae at 0.04 i/cm'. 02

focused to spot sizes of <20Opm at the center of the excita- -16 o0 R10 2-05 am. 40D 500

tion region; their fluence was kept less than 1 mJ/cm' toTMEDLY()
avoid undesired heating effects. Three PbS detectors were FIG. 3. Reflectivity and transmission of bulk Ge at 1.9 jum and 2.8 Am assa
used to measure reflected, transmitted, and reference probe fucinoprbtmedlyaera.0# useffune50/m.
pulse energies, while a calibrated vacuum photodiode wasL used to monitor pump energies. The signals from all four different excitations and probe conditions. Figure 1 shows
detectors were handled by a computer-automated data ac- the reflectivity R at 1.9 pml as a function of time for Si for a
quisition system. Standard picosecond pump and probe 40..rJ/cm 2 pump fluence. At 40 mi/cm2 , and below, the
techniques were used to determine R and T as a function of transient R shows a broad single minimum. Within the
time. Drude-Zener model, the true minimum is reached when the

Figures 1-3 display typical results for the time-resolved real part of the dielectric constant is unity, which occurs at a
reflectivity and transmission signatures in silicon and ger- critical density N, = (I - Ile., )NP, where N,, is given by

4 manium for different pump fluences. The curves accompa- Eq. (1). The value of the reflectivity at the miium,
nying the data are guides to the eyes. The pump fluence was P = 0. 12, is determined by the plasma damping mechanism

* kept below the threshold fluence for melting (200 mi/cm2 in and the temporal width of the probe pulse. The nonzero
Si at 0.53 jsm, 75 mi/cm2 in Ge at 1.06 pm) to avoid any width of the probe pulse unfortunately partially washes out
contributions from metallic or molten regions. Complete the actual transient optical response of the plasmon reso-
theoretical interpretation of these results will be given else- nance. However, at least for the broad minimumn in JA, at low

4 where.' Here we wish to illustrate the salient features for fluences, these effects are small. Assuming that the convolu-
tion effect do not change the v'alue of the minimum reflec-

BULK ILICON~ WAFER tivity, a value of N/m = 3.6X 10" g-' cm- is derived. If
0.04 .1/cmt(b one assumes for the effective maess, m* = 0. 123m0, (the low

* RELECTVITYat 28pmdensity value) where mo is the free-electron mass, the plasma
at TRANSISSIO density would be 4 X 1010 cm. -- at the pump fluence of 40

X mi/cm2 . Theoretical considerations' indicate that in5 , and
La-- - consequently N, may be up to factor 2 higher at this level of

Z 17 The transmission data, normalie to the bulk trnms
0 ------ 4------- mission of an unexcited sample, provides complementary

0-OI5 ./Cff
2  

inomto ota fterfetvtsneitisentveo
as ~~~~~~~~~~~~the total nme fcrir ntebl.Tenraie

T(t) = (0.7)-'[ 1 -A (t)Jexp( -JN(x)dx) (2)

where 0.7 is the surface transmission of the unexcited sam-
pie. This equation is justified if a, the free-carrier absorption

TIME DELAY (P cross section, is independent of depth x. The transmission
FIG. 2. R4~t~u and teanamisioa of bulk Si at 2.11#m ns a fmii of drops to a minimum of 10% at 40 mi/cm2. This transmis-
probe time delay &fteaO .5* pump puhed at (a) 0.0 15 i/cm2 and (b) O.o4 sion minimum is located at a slightly positive time delay
1/cm'. between the excitation and the probe pulses. This is a direct
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consequence of the temporal integration (nonzero probe value of the transmission, shown here only for 1.9 pm, also
pulse width). The free-carrier induced transmission change indicates a stronger plasmon damping, due to the added con-
recovered more slowly than the corresponding reflectivity tribution of intravalence band transitions. Lastly, it should
trace, due to the fact that the plasma density at the surface is be noted that the melting threshold of Ge at 1.06 pm is con-
higher than the average density in the bulk. sistent with the absorption coefficient and the known melt-

Figure 2 shows typical experimental results obtained at ing temperature of 1210 K.
2.8pm, where the plasmon resonance is easily observed. The In summary, we have shown experimentally that the
15-mJ/cm 2 data are similar to that of Fig. I and show a plasmon resonances are located between 1.9 and 2.8 pm for
broad single minimum. At 40 mJ/cm', the transient R shows picosecond excitation pulses of 40 mJ/cm on silicon and of
two shallow minima on both sides of a peak near the zero 50 mJ/cm on germanium. In silicon the maximum plasma
time delay. During the leading and the trailing edge of the density at the surface is 4X 1020 cm-- if variation of the

, pump pulse, the carrier surface density passes twice through effective mass is negligible, although both may be up to a
the critical density N,. Deconvolution of the data with re- factor of 2 higher. In germanium the maximum carrier den-
spect to the nonzero probe pulse width indicates that the sity is about 2-3 X 1020 cm -  before melting occurs. These
peak reflectivity is > 0.9. The slower decay of R at 2.8 pm is data show that fast infrared transient spectroscopy of Si and
as expected, since the reflectivity at the longer wavelength is Ge is a valuable technique.
more sensitive to a given density of carriers. The clear experi- This research was supported by the Office of Naval Re-
mental observation of the plasmon resonance at 2.8/ym indi- search under contract N00014-83-K-0030 and the Joint Ser-
cates that the N/m* value passes twice through the value of vice Electronics Program under contract N00014-75-C-
1.8X 10s g- cm- 3 on each side of the maximum value of 00648.
3.6x 10 g- cm- at the same fluence of 40 mJ/cm'.
Apart from discrepancy near zero delay, where large fluctu-
ations were noted, the transmission data at 40 mJ/cm2 are 'See, for example, articles in laser and Electron Beam Interactions with

S onsistent with Eq. (2) with u = 5 X 10- 7 cm 2.l0  Solids, edited by B. R. Appleton and G. K. Celler (North-Holland. Am-
sterdam, 1982); Laser-Solid Interactions and Transient Thermal Process-

The data taken with the Ge sample are interesting, since ing of Materials, edited by J. Narayan, W. L. Brown, and R. A. Lemons
they reveal apparent saturation of the carrier generation rate (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1983).
which has been the subject of speculations over the past few 'W. G. Spitzer and H. Y. Fan, Phys. Rev. 106,882 (19571.

'G. N. Galkin, L. M. Blinov, V. S. Vavilov, and A. G. Solomatin, Pisma Zh.
years. .... Figure 3 shows R and T data at 1.9 and 2.8/um for Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 7,93 (1968) [JETP Lett. 7,69 ( 1968)1; S. A. Jamison. A. V.
Ge at 50 mJ/cm2, 30% below the threshold for bulk melting. Nurmikko, and H. J. Gerntsen, Appl. Phys. Lett. 29. 640 (1976); A. J.
With a pump absorption depth of 0./7pm, the carrier genera- Alcock, P. B. Corkum, and P. J. James, Can. J. Phys. 57, 1280 f 19791.
tion rate at 1.06pm is higher than that of 100 mJ/cm at 0.53 'P. C. Hein, M. 1. Gallant. and H. M. van Dnel, Solid State Commun. 39,

601 (1981); M. 1. Gallant and H. M. van Driel. Phys. Rev. B 26, 2133
pm in Si. Also the Auger recombination coefficient 3 of (1982); J.S. Preston and H. M. van Driel, Phys. Rev. B (unpublished.2X 10- " cm 6/s is a factor of 2 smaller than in Si, as is the 'J. M. Liu, H. Kurz, and N. Bloembergen, Appl. Phys. Lett. 41,64311983};

reduced effective mass. However, as shown, the plasmon res- D. von der Linde and N. Fabricius, Appl. Phys. Lett. 41,991 (1983); C. V.

onance is not observed at 1.9pm and is barely discernible at Shank, R. Yen, and C. Hirliman, Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 454 (1983.
'H. Kurz, L.-A. Lompre, and J. M. Liu, in Proc. of MRS-Europe Meeting,

2.8 pm. Theoretical considerations for germanium indicate Strasbourg, 1983 (unpublished).
that the reduced effective mass is not more than 20% greater 'R. L. Carman, M. E. Mack, F. Shimizu, and N. Bloembergen, Phys. Rev.
than its low density value m* - 0.08m. A detailed fit of the Lett. 23, 1327 (1969); R. L. Carman, F. Shimizu, C. S. Wang, and N

Bloembergen, Phys. Rev. A 2, 60(1970).
data shows that the maximum density obtained is 'H M. van Diel, L.-A. Lompr, and N. Bloembergen (unpublished)
N= 2.5X 100 cm - 3 , while N, =2.0X 1020 cm - 3 for 2.8 9H. M. van Driel (unpublished); am alsoM. Miyao, T. Matsuoka, N. Tat-
um. The observations at 2.8 pm are consistent with those at suaki, and T. Tokuyama, Solid State Commun. 37, 605 (1981).
1.9pm where no reflectivity peak is observed, as this would 'NM. Balkanski, A. Aziza, and E. Amzallaq, Phys. Status Solidi 31, 323

(1969).
require a density at the surface of 4.5 x 1020 cm-. The low "A. Elci, M. 0. Scully, A. L. Smirl, and J. C. Matter, Phys. Rev. B 16, 191
densities are indicative of intravalence band absorption"-"' (1977).
or saturation of the valence-conduction band transition due "C. Y. Leung and M, 0. Scully, Phys. Rev. B 23, 6797 (1981); A. L. Smirl,
to the Burstein-Moss effect. A model which neglects these A. Miller, G. P. Perryman, and T. J. Boggess, J. de Physique (Paris) C 7,

463 (1981).processes would lead to a larger carrier density at the surface 1
3D. H. Auston, C. V. Shank, and P. Lefur, Phys. Rev. Lett. 35, 1022 (1975).

S {> UP' cm-), which is not observed. The low minimum "R. B. James, IEEEJ. Quantum Electron. QE-19, 709(19831.
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S Appendix 8

Picosecond Photoemission Study of Laser-Induced Phase Transitions in Silicon

A. M. Malvezzi, H. Kurz and N. Bloembergen

Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138

Summary

ePulsed laser-induced phase transitions in semiconductors are character-
ized by an ultrafast energy transfer from the generated electron-hole plasma
to the phonons. Time-resolved optical measurements provide ample evidence
that the thermal equilibrium between carriers and phonons is established
within a few picoseconds [1]. However, optical techniques mainly explore

Lthe evolution of plasma density and lattice temperature. Direct information
about the energy content of the electron-hole plasma and the energy loss due
to phonon interaction cannot be obtained. Picosecond photoemission provides
a direct approach to this problem.

According to the well-known generalized Fowler-DuBridge theory [2,3],
the electron emission current is composed of photoelectric and thermionic
contributions. Under high excitation levels multiphotoelectric emission is
readily observable. Its power law dependence is characterized by the number
of photons necessary to bridge the energy gap between the ground state and
the vacuum level in intrinsic silicon. A variation of the photoelectric
yield is expected as soon as the incident laser pulse induces structural
changes on the surface of the semiconductor. The thermionic contribution is
extremely sensitive to the energy content of a thermalized carrier distribu-
tion characterized by a temperature T = T = h  Picosecond excitation
provides a stringent test for anomalous heating in which the carriers are no
longer in equilibrium with the lattice phonon. Due to the small specific
heat of the electron-hole plasma, T should be much higher than the lattice
temperature T as soon as the energy is not transferred to the phonons
instantaneously.

In this contribution we report on picosecond photoemission of silicon,
with photon energies corresponding to the second harmonic (E = 2.33 eV) and
fourth harmonic (E = 4.66 eV) of a Nd:YAG laser pulse. The photoelectric
response is studied as a function of laser fluence up to 2Fth, where Fth is
the threshold value for phase transition. This work extends the previous
analysis of Liu et al. [4] to laser fluences four orders of magnitude below
F th' to study explicitly the power laws of photoemission and to monitor the
occurrance of anomalous heating even at low carrier densities. In this con-
text we used exclusively 4.66 eV pulses to create carriers with large excess

0 energies. Specific attention has been paid to the emission of positive

ions, which starts in the vicinity of Ft and exhibits an extremely non-
Slinear fluence dependence. It is clear that this emission is intimately

correlated to the structural change of the surface taking place at Fth.

The experiments were performed in a vacuum of 5 x 10- 8 Torr. Both
VO Si(11) and Si(100) have been irradiated. A vacuum diode configuration was

used to measure the electric charges. A 1 m diameter wire placed at 2.5-3
mm from the sample surface acted as a charge collector. Both sample and
wire were electrically insulated from the body of the vacuum chamber and

0O
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could be independently biased up to + 4 kV. Two configurations for the
measurements are possible. One can measure either the charges collected on
the wire or the ones escaping from the sample. Both methods have been shown
to give similar results.

The fluence dependence of the photoelectric emission can be genarally
divided into three distinct regimes. In the case of UV-irradiation (E h
4.66 eV), a superposition of linear ind quadratic effects can be observed
below V40 = F h(4/15 - 2 m -/cm (regime V). The amount of collected
charges is copetely independent of the collector potential. Clearly, at
this fluence level we operate in the saturation regime, colecting all elec-
trons emitted from the surface. The value of t he linear photoelectric yield
in electrons per absorbed photons, Y = 8 x 10 , is in agreement with pub-
lished data for silicon t I iose s to ar[6]. The experimental value for the
quadratic effect, 3 x 10 cm s is consistent with results obtained by
Bensoussan et al. in picosecond experiments at lower photon energies [7].
In regime I the nonlinear etissin dominates the electron emission over a
wide range of fluences (10 o-10 o/cm ). The data are highly reproducible
and the quadratic quantum yield is completely insensitive to surface clean-
ing treatments.

Above F(4w) = F h(4w)/15 the collected charge signal starts to be

dependent on the collector potential. We enter the space charge limited
regime (II) of the vacuum diode, where the applied field is screened by a
cloud of electrons in front of the surface [5]. The nonlinear emission is
masked by this space charge effect. The electron emission is limited to the
leading edge of the picosecond pulse. At F(4w) = 25 mI/cm , where the first
structural changes at the surface are observed, the electron emission exhi-
bits an extremely nonlinear increase in this regime (III). The space charge
field is lowered by the simultaneous emission of positive ions. Above
2Fth(4U) equal amounts of electrons and positive ions can be collected with
the + 4 kV applied on the wire. The space charge fields are completely neu-
tralized above this fluence level. We attribute the sharp incrase of pho-
toelectrons and the simultaneous apearance of positive ions to a structural
change of the surface. The threshold for photoemission is abruptly changed
to lower values and positive ions can be extracted from the highly disor-
dered phase by the space charge field developed in front of the surface.
This picture is consistent with melting of the surface. Similar behavior
has been observed in the case of VIS-irradiation (Eph = 2.33 eV).

The photoelectric emission at 2.33 eV is determined by a strong two-
quantum process and weak higher order contributions. In contrast to the
4.66 eV irradiation, the quadratic quantum yield depends strongly on the
surface condition, as expected from a near-threshold excitation. Because of
the lower photoelectric current density below the fluence threshold for
phase transition, space charge effects are less pronounced than in the case
of UV-irradiation.

The lower quadratic quantum yield at 2.33 eV is preferable for the
study of possible thermionic contributions. Application of the Richardson-
Dushmann equation in the regime I gives an upper limil of 2200 K for the
carrier temperature up to fluence levels of 100 mI/cm . At this VIS fluence
the lattice tempe 8ature is raised to - 800 K and the carrier density N is
limited to 6 x 10- as the optical measurements show [8]. This maximum
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splitting between the carrier temperature T and the lattice temperature TL
confirms that most of the energy deposited into the electron-hole plasma is
transferred to the phonons.

This research was supported by the U. S. Office of NAval Research under
contract N00014-83K-0030.
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Appendix 9

Second Harmonic Generation in Reflection from Crystalline

GaAs under Intense Picosecond Laser Irradiation

!1 A.M. Malvezzi
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Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
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GTE Laboratories Incorporated
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Waltham, MA 02254

IC N. Bloembergen
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Abstract: The emission of second harmonic radiation in reflection from

crystalline GaAs irradiated with 20 ps, 530 nm laser pulses has been measured

for incident laser fluences far exceeding the threshold fluence Fth for

permanent reflectivity changes. The results are consistent with the

occurrence of surface melting during the laser pulse. Detailed analysis of the

second harmonic signals reveals an upper limit of 2 ps for the structural

transition associated with the melting of the surface.
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The intensity of second harmonic guneration (SHG) from non-

centrosymmetric crystals such as GaAs should show a drastic decrease when a

transition to a centrosymmetric phase occurs. This has been observed with

nanosecond resolution by S.A. Akhmanov et al.(1) when the laser fluence

exceeds a threshold value for melting.

In this letter we present the results of SHG study on GaAs with

picosecond excitation. In simple single shot experiments, the SHG

( dependence of the incident laser fluence is monitored under appropriate

geometrical conditions. The deviation from the quadratic power law is

analyzed by model calculations based on the assumption of a transition to a

centrosymmetric phase as soon as a critical fluence during the 20 ps laser

pulse is accumulated on the surface of GaAs.

In our analysis we use mainly (110) surfaces excited with single

picosecond pulses at 532 nm with the direction of the electric field parallel to

a <111> crystal direction. The second harmonic from a passively mode-locked

Nd:YAG laser system is focussed on the GaAs surface at an angle of 450 of

incidence. The pulse duration is -E = 12.5 ps at the 1/e points of the

Gaussian temporal profile. The second harmonic signal at 266 nm is detected

in tlhe direction of specular reflection by a photomultiplier tube. The

reflected exciting radiation is suppressed by a combination of filters. Second

harnmouit. signals down to =200 photons are detected. The inherent

fh.Ictuat:ions in the pulse duration of the laser pulse are monitored by

4 standard ,A-techniques ( 2 ) Accidental double pulses are rejected. Both

pi'ec.iuft;ons yield a significant smoothing of the SHG data.

-.I" ,•
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Generally, two separate SHG regimes are observed. Below the critical

fluence of 30 mJ/c1 2 at 532 nri, where melting and subsequent amorphization

of the surface occur, the signal exhibits the expected quadratic power law

dependence Is = 0olg2, where Is is the intensity of the second harmonic pulse

and I is the intensity of the exciting green pulse. Figure 1 shows a log-log

plot of the absolute SHG energy emitted from a (110) surface as a function of

the excitation fluence F. The data in this figure are integrated signals over

space and time. The excitation pulse is focussed to a spot size of 200 pm in

diameter. The SHG energy increases with slope 2 up to a fluence level of

Fth = 30 mJ/cm 2. The SHG efficiency is not sensibly affected by the

* generation of a dense electron-hole plasma or by lattice heating up to the

melting point. A value of Ti. = 2.5x10 " 18 cm2 /W is derived from the

experiment. Above Fth the SHG signal grows more slowly. The non-

centrosymmetric GaAs structure is obviously changed during the excitation

pulse. The threshold fluence value of 30 mJ/cm2 is in excellent agreement

with calculated fluence levels necessary to melt GaAs surfaces The solid

curve in Figure 1 represents calculated SHG values where a cutoff in the SHG

efficiency is assumed as soon as the critical fluence Fth is assumulated during

the pulse. The integration over the Gaussian space and time profiles smooths

the sharp drop of SHG emission considerably. At fluences far above the

threshold value, Fth, for melting the UV signal increases again. This

puzzling behavior has been carefully examined by looking at the angular and

time dependence of the signal. For pump fluences exceeding -3 Fth an

additional UV signal is detected, whose fully isotropic angular distribution is

in marked constrast to the specular SHG beam. This radiation, which is
0
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accompanied at high fluences by a readily observed blue spark at the

surface, exhibits a decay time of = ls, while the duration of the SHG signal

is limited by the time constant (10 ns) of the photomultiplier tube. To

analyze the growth of this additional signal, the emission from a (100) GaAs

surface is studied, where the polarization of the excitation beam is kept

parallel to a <001> axis. Under these conditions, the SHG signal is zero and

the background UV emission can be measured as a function of the exciting

532 nm pulse fluence. As shown in Figure 1, this new emission does not

affect the SHG signal at fluences be.low 5Fth. However, due to the extreme

nonlinear behavior, it is responsible for the unexpected increase of the UV

emission at higher fluences. A further study of this new emission process,

which is closely related to the evaporation and plasma formation in front of

the surface is beyond the scope of this letter. Here, we restrict our interest

to the time scale on which the surface structural changes on GaAs occur.

For this purpose, this isotropic contribution at high pump fluences is simply

subtracted from the total UV signal on (110) surfaces.

To enhance the deviation from th quadratic power law above Fth the

spatial resolution of the experimental setup is improved by inserting a

diaphragm in the path of the specular SHG beam. In Figure 2, the energy

* dependence of the SHG emitted by the central portion (120 um in diameter) of

the excited area on the surface is shown. Clearly, the saturation of the time

integrated SHG signal in the vicinity of Fth is more pronounced. These data

* are now compared with model calculations, where the transition from an

ordered non-centrosymmetric structure to a disordered liquid phase is

simulated by a SHG efficiency decaying with a time constant cs" The SHG

*0 intensity is given by:

0
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I. Is(r,t) = i(r,t) 12(r,t),

where

1o  for t<tm(r)

i(r,t) =

" exp (-t-tm(r) for t > t (r)..

At each point r on the surface, 11 starts to decay as soon as the initial

fluence Fth is reached
Iitm'(r)-

fg(rt) dt = Fth.

The solid curve in Figure 2 corresponds to a stepwise truncation of the SHG

emission by setting -s = 0. Around the threshold value for melting, when the

phase transition still occurs on the trailing edge of the excitation pulse, the

data are well described by the curve. However, at higher fluences, when

Fth is reached during the leading part of 'the excitation pulse, the SHG data

points are slightly above the calculated curve.

In order to further elucidate the temporal behavior of the transition to

the disordered phase the data of Figure 2 are represented in a linear scale in

Figure 3 and compared with the model calculations with different time

constants r .  Despite the scattering of the data points the solid curves of

Figure 3 show clearly that the SHG emission drops with a time constant ' < 2

ps as soon as the energy necessary for melting is locally delivered. In

4
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Figure 3, the calculation for T = 5 ps is also shown, demonstrating the

sensitivity of the SHG emission process towards a slightly delayed phase

transition.

In conclusion, the SHG results obtained with a single beam technique

indicate that an ultrafast transition to a centrosymmetric phase occurs inUI

crystalline GaAs under picosecond laser irradiation. The SHG emission follows

the usual quadratic power law up to the threshold fluence for melLing. Above

this level the data are consistent with an ultrafast transition to a disordered

phase within 2 ps.

We would like to thank R. Yen and J.Y. Tsao for providing the (110)

GaAs samples, H. Kurz and D. von der Linde for illuminating discussions.0

This research was supported by the Office of Naval Research under contract

No. 0014-83K-0030 and the Joint Service Electronic Program under contract

No. N00014-75-C-0648.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 Energy of the specular emission at 266 nm vs incident laser fluence

(X = 532 nm) on GaAs. The laser spot diameter is 200 pm. Closed

dots refer to (110) surface, laser electric field parallel to the [111]

I crystal axis. Open dots refer to (100) crystal surface, laser

electric field parallel to the [001] crystal axis. The solid curve

represents calculated SHG energy with ts = 0 as discussed in the

text.

Figure 2 Same as Figure 1, but limiting the collection of the SHG signal from
II

a disk of 120 pm in diameter centered on the incident laser spot.

Figure 3 Plot of the data of Figure 2 on linear scales. The solid curves

refer to calculations with the values of t shown.
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Appendix 10

Nonlinear Photoemission from Picosecond Irradiated Silicon

A.M.Malvezzi, H.Kurz and N.Bloembergen
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Massachusetts 02138, USA

Three distinctly different regimes of photoelectric emission are

observed over a wide fluence range of UV-laser pulses irradiating

single-crystal silicon samples. The role of the electron-hole

plasma in the nonlinear photoemission is demonstrated by temporal

correlation measurements. The diffusion properties of hot carriers

are analyzed by investigating the influence of energy transport by

hot carrier diffusion on the fluence threshold for melting with UV

photons.

Pacs numbers: 79.60.-i
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Pul I sed laser-induced modifications of semicondutor surfaces

find growing technical interest for the development of novel

material processing technologies. In recent times much experimental

effort has been devoted to studying laser-induced morphology

changes by optical techniques [1]. The formation and relaxation of

electron-hole pairs, the kinetics of the ambipolar solid state

plasma and the energy transfer to the lattice phonons has been

investigated by pump and probe experiments with ps and fs pulses

[1,2,3,41.

Charged particle emission measurements provide an alternative

S approach to the study of the fundamental process at the surface of

laser irradiated material. Contrary to optical measurements, where

bulk processes are dominant and the interpretation is complicated

aby spatial gradients of the parameters to be studied, here one

probes the outermost layer of the surface. The strict power law of

single.- and multiple-quantum excitation, described by the

generalized Fowler-DuBridge theory [5], can be modified by thermal

broadening of the energy distributions of the carriers in the

ground or excited states, A# very high carrier temperatures the

• high energy tail of the energy distribution reaches the vacuum

level, and pure thermionic electron emission, as described by the

generalized Richardson-Dushiaan equation, occurs. Nonlinear

* photoemission of silicon has been observed under nanosecond laser

excitation (6], The underiying mechanisms, however, could not be

clarified, in recent picosecond photoemission experiments the

* Richardson-Dushman equation has been used to determine the upper

limit of the electron temperature of picosecond-irradiated silicon

at loser fluences much below [7] and above [8] the threshold values
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for melting.

In this paper we present for the first time a plausible

explanation of the nonlinearity of photoemission in picosecond

irradiated silicon, By using correlation photoelectric techniques,

we have been able to reveal the dominant role of the electron-hole

plasma in a two-step, single-photon sequence. In addition, by

taking advantage of the extremely small penetration depth of the

laser frequency used (cc' = 5 x 10-7 cm), the distance L, which hot

carriers are able to diffuse before they transfer their energy to

the lattice phonons, is estimated at the critical laser fluence for

melting.

In our experiment the fourth harmonic (hr = 4.66 eV) of a 30

ps Hd:YAG laser pulse is focused on a crystalline silicon target

placed in 10-9 torr vacuum. The emitted charges are collected by a

101 diode configuration as described in [7,8]. A bias voltage of 4 kV

is applied to ensure the collection of the total amount of charges

emitted. The dependance of the collected charge density

(Coulombs/cm2) on the incident laser fluence is show in Fig, 1.

Three distinctly different photoelectric regimes are observed

In regime I below I mJ/cm2 UU-laser fluence, a superposition of

linear and quadratic response is observed independent of the

applied collector voltage. The electron current density J(n,t) can

be expressed in this regime by

J(,t) = ki I(n,t) e/hv+k 2 (l(r,t) e/hv)2  (1)

S
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where e is the electron charge, hi) the laser- photon energy, I (r.t

the space- and time-dependent laser intensity on the sample

surface. Integration of (I) over a space and time gaussian profile

results in

Q/np 2 = k, (e/hv) F + 2--''2 -1 1- 12 k2 (e/hv) 2 F2  (2)

where Q is the total emitted charge, p is the I/e radius of the

laser beam on the surface, 1r its 1/e time duration and F the laser

fluence (J/cm). The observed linear quantum yield of 8 ± 2 x 10-7

electrons per absorbed photon is in fair agreement with published

data of silicon exposed to air [9]. The value of the coefficient

for the quadratic process, k2 = 3.6 x 10-13 cm2s/Coul is consistentC
with extrapolated data obtained in nanosecond experiments [6]. The

dashed line of Fig. 1 shows the calculated charge density using

these yield data. In regime II the photoemission deviates from the

calculated behavior and is progressively reduced by space charge

effects. The collected charge density is dependent upon the

applied voltage. By the rapid accumulation of electrons in front of

the surface, the applied field is screened and the collector

current drops. In regime III the electron emission exhibits a

strong increase again as soon the critical laser fluence for

melting, Fth = 25 mJ/cm 2 is reached. The sharp rise in the

electron emission is accompanied by the emission of positive ions,

which are collected when the bias voltage is reversed. The space

charge field which inhibits the electron emission in regime II, is

neutralized by the injection of positively charged particles. Thus,
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the collection of electrons above the threshold for melting is

governed by the availability of positive ions to remove the sr'tce

charge field. Therefore, nearly the same amount of electrons and

ions is collected at higher fluences independently of the magnitude
of the applied field.

In order to explore the temporal evolution of the

photoemission process, we used a time correlation technique in

which two consecutive ps pulses are focused on the same area of the

sample. The synergetic effects on the photoemission are measured as

a function of time delay t between the two pulses.

To begin with, this double pulse technique is applied for a

general survey of regime I and II. In Fig. 2 the ratio of total

collected charge Q to the sum of laser energy Et= El + E2 is

plotted versus the sum of laser fluences Ft = F1 + F2 (J/cm2). The

= m condition is simulated by spatially separating the two

laser spots. The solid line in Fig. 2 illustrates the behavior

under this condition. Below F = 3 mJ/cm 2 the quantum efficiency

increases linearly, as expected from a quadratic process. At 7

mJ/cm 2  the maximum efficiency is reached and at higher fluences

(regime II) the amount of collected charges drops again.

As soon as the temporal separation of the two laser pulses is

less then 100 ps, noticeable changes in the fluence response

occur. The slope of the linear increase below 3 mJ/cm2 increases

significantly. The collected charge maximum moves towards smaller

fluences, and the drop in the space charge regime is more

pronounced. The largest reduction of collection efficiency occurs

in this regime if the two pulses strike the surface simultaneously
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(t = 0). In this case the total charge emitted by the two pulses

is less than the sum of the charges of two separated pulses,

because of increased suppression by the space charge cloud in front

of the surface. If the two pulses hit the same area, but are

separated by a time interval sufficiently long to remove the space

charge generated by the first pulse, then the combined charge

emission should be equal to that of two spatially separated pulses.

It is estimated from our sample and anode field geometry, that the

electron cloud is removed from the illuminated spot in about 10-10

s. The data in Fig. 2 appear to confirm these space charge effects.

Longer lasting space charges resulting from thermionic emission are

negligible.

The main part of our interest, however, is focused on the

increase of quantum efficiency at fluences at which space charge

effects can be neglected. To explore the origin of the quadratic

photoemission process in regime I, we performed a complete time-

0resolved study of the correlation of the collected charges. In Fig.

3 the linear slopes of Fig. 2 are plotted versus the time delay

between the two UU pulses. The data are normalized to the t -

condition. Despite the large experimental error, the temporal

correlation behavior clearly indicates that the first pulse

activates the surface for the second. This optical activation

persists for times much longer than the pulse duration and is

closely correlated to the dynamics of the elctron-hole plasma

formed. At a fluence level of I mJ/cm2 no significant lattice
0

heating occurs, and the maximum carrier density generated at the

surface is too low for Auger recombination processes to become

0 i
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dominant in the density equation. The penetration depth of 4.66 ei

photons (a' = 5 x 10 -7 cm) is much smaller, than the diffusion

length La = (DaTp )1/2 orn a picosecond time scale. Under, these

conditions, an analytical solution of the density at the surface

N(O,t) can be derived using solutions of the surface heating

problem [101. Under irradiation with a laser pulse with gaussian

4temporal profile, the density time-dependance is given by:

m (1-fl)

N(Ot) p 1/2 1 (t/,t p) (3)

(D )1/2

where 1m(l-R) is the reflection corrected incidence irradiance,

r the I/e half width of the loser pulse, D. the ambipolar

diffusion coefficient and q(t/t ) a strictly time-dependent form

factor, which is developed in [9). With 0D - 20 cm2/s, a maximum

density of 5 x 1018 co - 3 is reached after 0.55 t under theP

excitation levels used in this correlation experiment. The temporal

decay is solely determined by q(t/,t) . The striking resemblance
p

between the temporal behavior of the photoelectric correlation

signal and temporal shape of -q leads us to the conclusion that the

nonlinearity of the photoemission regime I is caused by the

presence of the electron-hole pairs. It is basically a two-step

* single-photon excitation process, where in the first step electrons

are excited via direct transitions into high-lying conduction

bands. Rapid intercarrier collisions ensure thermalization of the

I "..°."
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carrier distribution, and phonon assisted inter- and intravalley

relaxation processes lead to the accumulation of a large carrier

density in the vicinity of conduction band minima. Because of the

* lack of sufficient electron-hole recombination channels, their

accumulation is mainly determined by the relaxation rate from the

higher-lying states and diffusion into low-density regions. From

the intermediate excited states, as well as from the final

reservoir in the conduction band minimum, the electrons are

reexcited by a second single-photon absorption process to final

I* states above the vacuum level.

R second point of interest in this paper concerns the

diffusion properties of hot carriers during UV excitation. The rise

"C in lattice temperature during UU excitation at higher fluence

levels depends sensitively upon the distance L over which carriers

have diffused into the bulk before substantial energy is

transferred to the phonons. In a simple approximation this distance

L can be treated as a diffusion length [11]

SL =(Da t) 1 2  (4a)

with the diffusion coefficient in the classical model given by

2 k t

IJ = (4b)
* *

m aTh + M hze

In these equations all quantities refer to hot carriers. In

I+
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t(a) t is the energy relaxat ion t i,,e for- such carriers, and in eq.

(4b) %e and th are the momentum relaxation times; m e and m h are

the effective carrier masses, and Te is the temperature of the hot

carriers. As a consequence of hot carrier diffusion,the heating

rate at the surface by UV pulses is reduced by a factor (L a +

C@ I)-I where a is the UU absorption coefficient.

In numerical model calculations the influence of the critical

* hot carrier diffusion length L on the heating rate and the laser

fluence necessary to melt the surface have been analyzed. The laser

fluence required to raise the surface lattice temperature to the

melting point has been computed as a function of L. Comparison with

the experimental value Fth = 25 mJ/cm2 to melt silicon with UV

photons indicates a hot carrier diffusion length of L = I x 10-6 cm

or a 0a t product of i0 12 cm2 , From optical investigations it is

known that the energy relaxation time t is in the order of I ps.

* As an immediate consequence the threshold value analysis reveals a

rather low ambipolar diffusion coefficient Da o I cmr/s for the

hot carriers (comparable to that in metallic conductors). This

* should be compared with the room temperature value at low densities

C 00 = 20 cm2/s). In agreement with transport measurements at high

carrier densities [12], but in disagreement with a series of

theoretical predictions [11], the ambipolar diffusion of hot

carriers is lower than the room temperature value. A drastic
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decrease of the momentum relaxation times z down to I x 10-15 se,h

occurs in UV laser-induced electron-hole plasmas at fluences close

to the melting threshold, outweighing the linear dependance of Do

on the electron temperature TC. This momentum relaxation time is

two orders of magnitude lower then the value determined by carrier

f -lattice scattering ( 2 x 10-13 s). Similar low values have been

found in optical investigations of the free carrier absorption

cross sections at high excitation level [13). These extremely short

momentum relaxation times are consistent with the fast energy

losses of the electron-hole plasma to the phonons observed in

earlier investigations using 2.33 eV excitation. Whether this

o reduction of the hot carrier diffusion mobility is due to the

extremely high excess energy of the initially-created electron-hole

pairs or to a density-dependent phenomenon like electron hole

*scattering cannot be answered conclusively at the present state of

the investigation. More theoretical work on the basis of the data

presented in this paper is necessary to clarify this point.

0

In conclusion, three distinct regimes in the photoemission are

observed in ps experiments using 4.66 eU photons. The quadratic

* photoelectric response is closely related to the formation of an

electron-hole plasma during the pulse providing the intermediate

states from where electrons are more easily excited into the vacuum

level. The distance which the initially hot carriers can travel

before they lose their energy to the lattice phonons indicates

extremely short momentum relaxation times under excitation levels



close to the threshold fluence for melting.
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Figure Captions

Fig, 1 Emitted charge density versus fluence at 266 nm for Si(111)

samples. The dashed line refers to the calculated linear

and quadratic photoelectron effect with the coefficients

given in the text.

*e Fig. 2 Ratio Q/En of the negative charge emitted by i(111) over

total laser energy at 266 nm versus total laser fluence

for two pulses separated by the interval t shown.

Fig. 3 Correlated photoelectron signal versus daly time r for 266

nm illumination of Si(111) in region I. The data are

normalized to the x - results.
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PICOSECOND PULSED LASER-INDUCED MELTING AND GLASS FORMATION IN METALS

Chien-Jung LIN, Frans SPAEPEN and David TURNBULL

Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 02138*

Irradiation of a solid surface by a picosecond laser pulse leads to melting of
a thin overlay, and subsequent quenching at rates of 101K/s or higher. This
technique is also one of the few available for superheating a crystal above its
melting temperature. The ultra-fast quenching rates permit the formation of
new metallic glasses. Work on the Fe-B and Ni-Nb system is reviewed, and new
results on the Mo-Ni, Mo-Co and Nb-Co systems are reported. In all cases,
glasses are formed below the To-line, indicating that partitionless crystalli-
zation is usually at least partially diffusion controlled due to the change in
short range order upon crystallization; only in the simplest structures, such
as disordered f.c.c. solutions, are the partitionless crystallization kinetics
fast enough to preclude glass formation.I

1. INTRODUCTION

When a solid metallic surface is irradiated by a laser pulse of duration tp,

the energy is deposited in a layer of thickness a-
1
, where a is the absorption

coefficient; for metals, -I is on the order of 1004. During the pulse, a

layer of thickness (
2
Dthtp)

I/2 
is heated Uo by thermal conduction, where Dth is

the thermal diffusivity. For metals Dth is on the order of O.5cm
2
/sec, which,

for a 30ps pulse, corresponds to an initial heated layer of about 500A thick.

For a typical laser fluence of about 0.5 J/cm
2 

and a metallic reflectivity, the

temperature rise in this (molten) layer is estimated to be several thousand

degrees. The fraction of the energy lost due to evaporation is small (< 107.)

* since it is limited by the evaporation kinetics and the short duration of the

process. The rest of the energy is conducted into the bulk, leading to further

melting to a total depth on the order of 1OOOA. Further cooling then leads to

resolidification of this layer, either by crystallization or glass formation.

Heat flow calculations and direct observations of melting (e.g. in Si, using

time-resolved reflectivity) show that the total lifetime of the melt for a 3Ops

pulse is about Ins; 1 given that the temperature drop is on the order of 10
3
K,

this corresponds to an average cooling rate during solidification on the order

of 10
12

K/s. Since most "conventional" quenching techniques, such as melt spin-

ning, produce cooling rates of about 10
6
K/s, it is expected that pulsed laser

quenching can lead to the formation of new metastable phases. A review of the

fundamentals of pulsed laser interactions with solid surfaces has been given by

*This work has been supported by the Office of Naval Research under Contract No.
N00014-83-K-030.

0022-3093/84S03.00 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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2. MELTING AND SOLIDIFICATION KINETICS

The general formalism of these transformations has been reviewed by Spae,er

and Turnbull.
3
.
4 

The velocity of the crystal-melt interface, u, may be approx-

ioated by:

u = uo(TM - Ti)/T i  (W

where TM is the melting temperature and T. the temperature at the interface; u0

is a velocity determined by the kinetics of the melting or crystallization pro-

t. cess: for pure metals, when these processes are collision-limited, u. is

approximately eoual to the speed of sound, us; for alloys, where diffusive

rearrangements mav be important u. D/) (D: diffusivity; ): interatomic dis-

tance).

The heat flow associated with melting or solidification leads to a second

expression for u:

Su =-K V ViT/r c  (2)

with .: thermal conductivity; V: molar volume; 'i T: temperature gradient at

the interface; .Hc: molar heat of crystallization. The combination of eqs. (1)

and (2) then leads to a determination of the interface temperature, Ti. If the

interface kinetics are fast compared to the rate of heat removal (or heat sup-

Cply, for melting), as is the case in most conventional metal processing, the
process is called hcac C'a' Zirrice-i, and T. is only slightly different from TM.

If, however, the interface kinetics are slow (e.g. if limited by diffusional

rearranyements), and the rate of heat removal (or supply) is fast (e.g. due to

the very steedi thermal gradients in ps pulsed laser annealing), the process

becomes 'r terfaec, 7Lmted, and Ti is very different from TM.

S If the kinetic processes ait the interface are collision-limited, as in cry-

stallizatioin of pure metals, Ti differs from TM by only a few tens of degrees

ever, in ps pulsed laser quenching. It should be noted that the thermal gra-
dients during the melt-in phase following the pulse are much steeper than dur-

ing solidification: ViT - 10 3 K/(2thtp)
I/2 

f 10 1K/m. According to eq. (2)

this corresponds to a heat-flow limited velocity on the order of 200n/s, i.e.,

or the same order of us. Eq. (1) therefore predicts a substantial overheat at

the interface Consequently, picosecond pulsed laser heating is one of the few

methods dvailahle for superheating metallic crystals.

For metallic glass formation, it is clear that Ti must fall far below TM

durinq coolig, and that hcnce diffusion-limited interface kinetics seem

required. The ,olidificatiun velocity, u, in ps laser quenching can be

estimated, from the melt depth ( l000A) and the lifetime of the melt (-l ns),
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duringi the passing of the solidification fro, t, .Ij ) i ther, lesc thar. an

interatomic distance. The solidificator procec i therefore a 'partition-

less" one. Partitionless crystallizatior, is only tnermodyna-ically possible if

the ter~oerdture drops below the so-called "T -line" in Fig. 1, i.e., the lin,

where the free energy of the crycta? and the undercooled liquid solutions are

equd I

• . No parlitonless
Cr y O[[nzohon

FIGURE 1
Schematic illustration of the T0-lines (equal free energy

for liquid and crystal) in a simple eutectic phase diagram.

This "solute trapping" process has been discussed in detail by Aziz.
6  

If the

configurational freezing temperature ("Tg") of an alloy lies above the To

0lines, glass formation is expected if no intermetallic phases can be formed;

the complex structure of most of these phases, however, usually requires

diffusion-like rearrangements that slow down the crystallization kinetics.

Since partitionless crystallization into the primary solutions is often a very

fast process, it has been proposed that the T0 -lines represent the limits of

glass formation. 7 However, as will be demonstrated below, this is only the

case for the simplest crystal structures, such as disordered f.c.c. alloys,

where the kinetics may approach the collision limit. If, as is often the case,

reconstruction of the short-range order is required, the crystallization kinet-

ics are at least partially diffusion-limited and glass formation can occur even

below the T -lines.

O0

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The main experimental problem in studying the solidification of binary

alloys in the ps pulse regime is obtaining a homogeneous melt in itsl ns life-
1/2

time, since the mixing length corresponding to this time, (Dt) , is only 30A.

The phases in the alloy must therefore be dispersed on this scale. We have

* soled tis poble 9'10solved this problem 
0 

by preparing the starting alloy as a -lOOOA thick com-

.. ,0

S *,,,, ,.- " mo z. m , ,n .. . . .. ..
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positionally modulated filn with a wavelength shorter than the mixing length.

After irradiation, the film is floated off the substrate and is ready for

transmission electron microscopy without further thinning. This procedure is

also very flexible in that it allows preparation of a continuous range of

im compositions using only two sources or sputtering targets.

4. RESULTS

In earlier papers
9
'9

0 
we showed that Fe-B alloys with a B content as low as

5 at.' can be made qlassy by psec laser quenching, whereas "conventional"

quenching requires a minimum of 12 at.,B. Below 5 at.-B, the alloys solidify

as supersaturated b.c.c. crystals. Estimates of the T O-line in the Fe-B sys-

tem, based on regular solution modeling and on the deyitrification mechanism,

show that all the nc:: aZZo7ys obtained by laser quenching were formed below the

r O_ line1

Similar observations were made for the Ni-Nb system, where glasses were

formed by laser quenching in the 23-82 at.%Ni range, with (supersaturated)

f.c.c. and b.c.c. crystalline solid solutions outside this range; the glass

formation range in "conventional" quenching 12 is only 40-70 at.%Ni, and

. . .corresponds roughly to the range

between the T -lines. Again, laser

quenching demonstrated that glasses

could still be formed far beZoL: the
To- lines.

__c •We also report here new results on

glasses formed in the Ni-Mo,Co-Mo and

Co-Nb systems. Figure 2 shows the

Mo-Ni phase diagrams with estimated

i To-lines for the primary solid solu-

tions. For three compositions, with

1 TO - 30, 50 and 60 at.%Ni, ps laser

quenching produced the amorphous

0 -phase. Note that in two cases glasses

I l are fomed below the T -line, and that

0 2 the 6(MoNi) intermetallic is not

Mo N. formed upon quenching the alloy be-ATOMIc PERcENT NICKEL

tween the T O-lines. Similar alloys,rIGURE 20

4olybdenum-nickel phase diagram, indi- with 35, 50 and 65 at.%Ni, had been

cating estimated To-lines for the made amorphous by Liu et aZ
13 

by ion
primary solid solutions. Glasses have

been formed by laser irradiation at the mixing of multi-layer films of the

three compositions indicated by arrows.

-

I m .. ..a m , 'b ' ' ..,.- m
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(a) (b)
FIGURE 3

Electron diffraction patterns of an as-deposited (a) and
laser-irradiated (b) compositionally modulated film of

average composition Mo55Co45.

* -

(a) (b)
FIGURE 4

Electron diffraction patterns of an as-deposited (a) and
laser-irradiated (b) compositionally modulated film of

average composition Nb40Co60.

crystalline elements. In the 60 at..Ni alloy, we observed some microcrystals,

but only near the center of the laser-irradiated spot; in the 30 at.%i alloy

some crystals (b.c.c.) were observed at the edge of the spot, but not in the

center; in the 50 at.%-Ni alloy the entire spot was amorphous. A possible

explanation of the difference in the occurrence of the crystals may be that

crystals at the edge in the 30 at. Ni alloys grow epitaxially on the only

I

I
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partly melted modulated film (the beam has a Gaussian intensity profile),

whereas in the 60 at.%Ni alloy the higher quench rate at the edge suppresses

K growth while at the slower cooling center new crystals can nucleate on the

substrate. Figures 3 and 4 show the diffraction patterns of as-deposited and

irradiated Mo55Co45 and Nb40Co60 alloys. In both cases, fully glassy phases

are formed upon irradiation. To our knowledge, Co-Mo amorphous alloys had so

far not been produced by liquid quenching; Liu et at 
3
have produced amorphous

alloys with 65 and 35 at.%Co by ion mixing. It is interesting that the as-

deposited modulated Nb-Co film is entirely amorphous, whereas the as-deposited

Mo-Co film is entirely crystalline, although both were prepared by sequential

sputter deposition of the crystalline elements. Since both systems are clearly

glass formers, and since the sputter-induced mixing is probably similar for

both films, the occurrence of the as-deposited amorphous film may be the result

of enhanced solid state interdiffusion between the layers, as observed in

La-Au.
14
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r PARTITIONLESS CRYSTALLIZATION AND GLASS FORMATION IN Fe-B ALLOYS

Frans Spaepen and Chieni-Jung Lin*

Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02136

Risumi - La vitrification, par trempe au laser a dur~e de picosecondes,
des alliages Fe-B contenant au momns de 5 at.% B est expliqu~e quanti-
tativement par une transition d'une croissance cristalline limite'e par
collision atomique, a une croissance limitge par diffusion atomique. La
ligne To pour la solidification de la phase c.c. dans le liquide, sans
r~distribution des constituants, est calculge utilisant la thgorie des
solutions r~guli~res et le diagramme de phases.

Abstract - Glass formation in picosecond laser quenching of Fe-B alloys
containing a minimum of 5 at.% B is explained quantitatively by a transi-
tion from collision-limited to diffusion-limited crystal growth. The T0
line for partitionless growth of the fcc phase from the liquid is0
calculated from regular solution theory and the equilibrium phase diagram.

- INTRODUCTION

The process of energy deposition, heating and colling in pulsed laser processing has
been discussed in detail by Bloembergen Ill and others [2-4]. Figure 1 illustrates

I Energy deposition 2. Mtlt-in 3, Ciystal regrowth or glass formaotion
t. 030pec 1.3O-0opsec met- t.Ips-Ins

regrown crystalflut _us efeto
tp, 0 pac Cysta crytaloriginal

Ilan crystal

010K

TT

IT V1- Kthn

'(2D, tp1" 5 sod

Fig. I Schrma tic diagrx~ns illustrating the mechanism of pulsed laser quenching:.

the main stages of this process in a typical picosecond pulsed laser experiment:
Wi energy deposition in a layer on the order of the absorption depth (200 J1), which
spreads by heat conduction over a layer of thickness (2D t )l12 of about 500



(Dth: thermal diffusivity; t laser pulse length); since energy losses due to
evaporation are negligible 14 , this layer melts and its temperature rises to several
thousand degrees; (ii) during the melt-in period, this overheat is spent as heat of
fusion of more substrate crystal to a total thickness of about 1000 K; due to the
very high thermal gradients, the estimated melt-in velocity is extremely large
(-1000 m/s); (iii) when the maximum melt depth is reached, the crystal melt inter-
face reverses direction; depending on the relative rates of crystal growth and heat
removal, the molten layer solidifies as a regrown crystal or a glass. The competi-
tion between the latter processes are analyzed in detail in this paper for the Fe-B
system.

2 - THERMAL PARAMETERS

Although a number of sophisticated analyses of the heat flow during laser quenching
are available, the order of magnitude of most of the relevant quantities can easily
be estimated from essentially dimensional arguments. They are listed in Table I,
together with the corresponding values for melt spinning. The starting point is

Table I

THERMAL PARAMETERS IN MELT QUENCHING

Laser Quenching Melt Spinning

Melt temperature T (K) 103 103m

Melt thickness d(m) 10-  5 Xl0 5

Temperature gradient VT (K/m) i010  2 x107

Cooling rate T(K/s) 1012 4 X10 6

-9
Melt lifetime T (s) 10 not applicable

Isotherm velocity uT (m/s) 100 0.2

0 0Heat-flow limited crystal
growth velocity uh (m/s) 230 0.5

that for both processes the melt temperature, T , is on the order of 10 3K, but the
• melt thickness, d, in laser quenching is much less (1000 A) than in melt spinning

(50 jm). The temperature gradient for heat removal can then be estimated as
VT=Tm/d, and the cooling rate as T=DthVT/d (Dth: thermal diffusivity, about

-5 210 m /s for iron its alloys). The lifetime of the melt is then T =Tm/T; this
quantity is only relevant for laser quenching, and has in fact been checked experi-
mentally by time resolved reflectivity measurements on Si, which has thermal

* characteristics similar to those of the metals [5,6]. The velocity of the isotherms
in the specimen (the quantity to be compared to the crystal growth velocity later)

is uT

3 - THERMODYNAMICS AND KINETICS OF CRYSTAL GROWTH

* The crystal growth velocity is determined by the balance of the rer oval of the heat
of crystallization, AH, and the kinetics of the atomic processes at the interface.
The heat flow limited crystal growth velocity is:

K VT

uh.-



V.
(K: thermal conductivity; V molar volume). Tall. I lists tyjvcal values fcr
Fe, usinc _H =15 kJ/mole, P =50 W, m-K, and V =7.1 10- 6 m3/mole.

The crystal growth velocity depends on the interface kinetics and the thermodynxm.ic
driving force as follows 123:

u = u -0 exp() (2,

where AG is the free energy difference between crystal and melt, and the prefactor,
u0 , depends on the nature of the atomic rearrangement needed for incorporation of a

Uliquid atom into the crystal. If only simple collision of liquid atoms with the
crystal surface is required (as in pure metals), the atomic jump frequency is the
vibrational frequency in the liquid, so that uo in this case is close to the speed of
sound, us, in the liquid. In the analysis below, a rough, estimated value of
3500 m/s, independent of temperature, is used for us. If incorporation of the atoms
in the crystal requires diffusional jumps (i.e., changes of nearest neighbors), uo
is approximately equal to D/X (D: diffusivity in the liquid; X: jump distance, taken
as 2.6 x10- 10 m in Fe-based alloys). Note that diffusion-limited crystal growth
does not necessarily imply long-range atomic transport; changes in short-range order
that require changes in coordination can also only occur by diffusional jumps. The
diffusivity used in the analysis below has the Fulcher-Vogel form, typical of liquid
metal alloys:

D D=D 0exp(- T BT' (3)

8 2
with D =1.4 XlO m2/s, T' =581K,and B =1300K.

0 0

The value of P is a rough estimate, similar to that observed in measurements on other
metallic glasses and consistent with the free volume model [7]. Do and T, were thenCcalculated by assuming D =5 x10- 9 m2/s at the melting point of iron (1807K), and
D=10- 16 m 2/s at the crystallization temperature of B-rich Fe-B glasses (650K) 18].

• " Since the isotherm speed is several 100 m/s in the ps laser quench, the crystal
growth velocity, u, must be at least this high to prevent glass formation. The time
required to crystallize a monolayer at this speed, X/u, is less than 1 ps. The

* distance an atom can diffuse in that amount of time, (DX/u) 1/ 2 , is then less than an
interatomic distance. Crystallization must therefore be partitionZess, i.e., without
change in composition. In alloys, partitionless crystallization at a particular com-
position is thermodynamically possible only below a temperature, To, at which the
free energies of melt and crystal are equal.

- ~ Assuming a simple regular solution model for both melt and crystal, the driving free
I energy for partitionless crystallization of an Fe-B alloy melt to a supersaturated

b.c.c. phase is

AG=Gol0 x +XBB + (Ec - E£ (4)
A c'- =XFe AFe +B B XFeXB c

(Gc, Gk: free energies of crystal and liquid, respectively; XF, x B: atom fractions

of Fe and B; Ec, k: regular solution interaction parameters).

The standard free energy difference can be approximated by:

A
0 = - P 0 =LSf (T-TM) (5)

L(ASf, : entropy of fusion, and TM.i - melting temperature of element i). The To

temperature is found by setting AG equal to zero, which gives:

I1



T x XFe xB (Ec * eTM eL ,e+ ,BL ,
c .sI x ALE

0F XL Fef B f,B

dThe interaction parameters can be deterrrined by equating the chemnical potentials of
Fe and B at the equilibrium~ liquid and crystal compositions, which can be found on.
the phase diagramn. For the Fe-B systems, cc -Ek was calculated to be -92 ki/mole,
inde~endent of temperature. The other parameters can be found in all standard
cefec.ances 19]: AS f,= 7.6 J/K mole; LS fB= 21.8 J/j( mole; T Me 1807K;

T, =2300K. The result is shown in Fig. 2. Note that only the b.c.c. phase is

T(K) fiquidus

15G0

Fig. 2 - The Fe-B phase d-,aora-..
The To line corresponds to the

r~oliquid-L-.c.c. transition. Th e
1000oo W contours represent the crystaZ

5 ~growth speed (in m/s) as a func-
T tion of' comroosition and inter-

010 face temperature.

at. %B

being -onsidered here; the f.c.c. Fe phase does not nucleate or grow. Inserting
EqI. t- ) into Eq. (4) gives an expression for the driving force.

AG = (x eLS +X As (T -T (7)
Fef,Fe B f,B o

Gomo thors [10,11) niave assumed that partitionless crystallization is always a
very fast process, and that therefore glass formation below the To line is prohi-
bited. Th-2 ie-B system is one of many in which this has experimentally been dis-

*- EMtERIMENIAL RESUTS

Fe-' -j!ase!- hav.e been -repared by melt spinning in the 12-28 at.%B range [8,12,13].
Bel1:; k,' at. %B 3 b.c.c... supersaturated solution is formed. It is interesting to
note '1,.o upor heatin}, glasses with less than 18 at.%B first crystallize to the
aw*tstaile h. -. c. solution, which then converts to the stable phase mixture o± cE-Fe
~and r' , 18). Our calculation shows that the composition corresponding to To 660K
(thr )ystaikation temperature for an 18 at.%B glass) is 16 at.%B. Considering
the i~ pioximate natu.r- of the regular solution models, this agreement is quite
sat~sfactory

Gia- forakat.on in the Fe-B system has been studied under ps laser quenching condi-
tior-, using the following experimental technique [14,15). On a copper substrate,
firs?- coated with a 1 In thick Al film, a 1000 X thick compositionally modulated
film, ro ,si,;tinq of alternate layers of Fe and Fe 76B 24was deposited by dual target



DC sputtering. The repeat length of the modulation was about 20 A. By varying tne
relative thicknesses of the Fe and Fe76B24 layer, films with average compositions
between 0 and 24 at.%B were prepared. These samples were irradiated with a 30 ps
Nd:YAG (1 =1.06 dm) laser pulse, with a beam diameter of about 100 Wm and an average
fluence of about 0.8 J/cm 2 . The composition modulation wavelength was chosen on the
order of the mixing length (D.)1/2 in the liquid during the lifetime of the melt
(7 =1 ns, Table I), to ensure homogeneity. After dissolution of the Al film in
dilute NaOH, the irradiated film could be investigated directly by transmission
electron microscopy without further thinning.

These experiments showed that ps laser quenching results in glass formation in alloys
containing at least 5 at.%B. Alloys containing less than 5 at.%B crystallized as a
b.c.c. solid nolution. The solidification morphology of the 4 at.%B contained a
small amount o! glass/crystalline mixture near the top surface of the film J163;
this could have been the result of an interfacial instability that became possible
at the last stages of solidification due to the decrease in the crystal growth
velocity [17]; the associated redistribution of B then could result in glass forma-
tion in the B-rich regions.

5 - ANALYSIS

The sharp transition from partitionless crystal growth to glass formation at 5 at.%B
can most easily be explained by a transition from a collision-controlled to a
diffusion-controlled crystal growth mechanism. The short-range order in a metal-
metalloid glass such as Fe-B, and hence also in the very undercooled melt, is known
to be quite strong: each metalloid is surrounded by metal atoms only, in a coordi-
nation shell similar to that found in the intermetallic compounds [18,19]. The
short-range order around the B at-m in the b.c.c. solution, either substitutional or
interstitial, is clearly very different. Reconstruction of the cluster containing
the B atom therefore requires diffusive jumps. The formation of a glass with a
minirum of 5 at.%B suggests that the size of this cluster is 20 atoms (i.e., each B
atom and 19 of its nearest neighbors, which corresponds to the first and about half
the second coordination shell of the B-atom [203). The Fe atoms outside these

clusters are assumed tu make collisional jumps. The kinetic factor in Eq. (2) for the
crystal growth speed can therefore be written for xB (0.05:

u = (20 x ) D0. + (1-20 xB)U s  (8)

For xB >0.05, the crystal growth speed is equal to the diffusive speed D/X.

Figure 2 shows contours of the crystal growth speed, u, as a function of interface
temperature and composition. The abrupt transition at 5 at.%B is obvious. Figure 3
shows as a function of composition, the total distance grown by the crystal if cooled
at a constant rate form the liquidus temperature to 600K. The scale on the left
hand side is for the "master curve" representing the product of this distance and
the cooling rate. On the right hand side, the actual growth distances in melt
spinning and laser quenching are shown. At 5 at.%B, the growth distance in ps laser
quenching is on the order of 10 1; most of a 1000 X thick layer is therefore trans-
formed to a glass, as observed in our experiments. At 12 at.%B, the growth distance
in melt spinning is on the order of 1 pim, consistent with the experimentally
observed glass formation in 50 Jm thick ribbons. Figure 4 illustrates the same
points in a slightly different way. For pure Fe and the 4 at.%B alloy, the crystal
growth velocity rises above the isotherm velocity in ps laser quenching, thus pre-
venting glass formation. For 5 at.%B, the crystal growth velocity rises above the
isotherm velocity in melt spinning, but remains below the one in laser quenching.
This is consistent with glass formation at this composition under the latter condi-
tions, and failure to form a glass under the former. The crystal growth velocity
for the 12 at.%B alloy lies below the isotherm velocity for melt spinning, in agree-
ment with the observations.
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There exists experimental support for the very large growth velocities for pure Fe
shown on Fig. 4. In ps laser annealing experiments on pure Fe, the ori=inal
sputtered film had a grain size cf 500 A. After irradiation the grain size waE 2 -z
or more 115,21]. Since these grains had to grow within the 1 ns lifetime of the
melt, the lateral growth velocity must have been at least 500 m/s; the velocity nay"
in fact be considerably larger yet, since the lateral growth is limited to the very
early stages of the crystallization. Coriell and Turnbull [22] also found a very
large kinetic factor, on the order of the speed of sound, in their analysis of
dendritic growth velocity measurements in very undercooled Ni melts.

r 6 - CONCLUSIONS

The ps laser quenching experiments on Fe-B alloys have demonstrated that metallic
glasses can be formed far below the To-line. This has also been observed in the
Ni-Nb, Mo-Ni and Mo-Co systems 13]. Partitionless crystallization is therefore not
necessarily a fast mechanism that forestalls glass formation as some authors have
claimed 110,11). For the Fe-B system, the glass formation range can be qualitatively
accounted for by a transition from collision-controlled to diffusion-controlled
crystallization at 5 at.%B. The analysis gives sensible values for the glass forma-
tion range in melt spinning as well. Detailed quantitative agreement on the latter
process cannot be claimed, however, since the results at low temperature depend
rather sensitively on the choice of the parameters in the Fulcher-Vogel equation for
the diffusion coefficient. Crystal nucleation, which is probably moie important in

* melt spinning than in laser quenching, has not been considered here. Unless the
conditions are right for copious homogeneous nucleation (including the transient
effects [23]),taking into account nucleation effects will result in a decrease of
the fraction crystallized.
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AN ION BEAM SPUTTERING APPARATUS FOR FABRICATION
OF CODPOSITIONALLY MODULATED MATERIALS

F. Spaepen, A.L. Greer,* K.F. Kelton and J.L. Bell
Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138

1. INTRODUCTION

Compositionally modulated materials are fabricated by repeated alternate

deposition of very thin layers of different composition. Materials with

0
* composition modulation repeat lengths between a few X and about 100A are of

interest for a number of scientific and technical applications as

semiconductor devices, as x-ray mirrors, as samples for the study of diffusion

at low temperature [1], and as starting materials for alloying in the liquid

state following very fast pulsed laser heating [2]. Rome of their physical

properties, such as their elastic moduli [3] and magnetic properties r4], are

unusual.

These materials have been produced by a variety of methods: molecular

beam epitaxy r5] (mainly for semiconductors), vapor deposition [6,7], D.C. and

* R.F. sputtering [8,9], and chemical vapor deposition [10]. In this paper, we

report on a now method that employs ion beam sputtering. Its main advantages,

as will be explained below, are its simplicity, its flexibility (e.g. metals.

* semioonductors and insulators can be deposited under identical conditions),

and convenient control.

Cresent address: Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science, Uiniversity
of Cambridge, Pembroke Street, Cambridge (32 3QZ, U.K.

0q
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS

2.1 Overall design

The apparatus consists of a vacuum chamber containing two ion guns, one

aimed at the target, the other aimed at the substrate. The target assembly

contains four different targets that can be selected externally by a steppinR

motor. The deposition rate is monitored by a crystal oscillator. A feedback

!( system from the deposition monitor to the target selection stepping motor

controls the sequential deposition for the fabrication of compositionally

modulated materials.

2.2 Chamber

The chamber is a vertical cylinder, 45cm tall and 41cm in diameter,

made entirely of stainless steel. Figure 1 shows a view from the top of the

cylinder. The bottom plate is connected to the vacuum system. The top plate

contains the mechanical feedthroughs for the shutters and the target assembly,

and the electrical feedthroughs for the ion probes in the gun shutters.

The substrate is placed on a water cooled support block on a removable

flange. This flange also supports the crystal sensor and a second substrate

holder; the latter is a cylinder that allows external insertion of a heating

element. The centers of the targets of the substrate and of the substrate

flange, and the ion beams are all in the same plane. The centers of the

crystal sensor or the hot substrate can be placed in the same plane by

rotating the substrate flange by 720 or 1440 (2 or 4 boltholes). respectively.

The substrate flange also contains a shutter by which the substrate or the

crystal can be exposed, either separately or together.

The target assembly consists of a hollow 4-inch stainless steel cube
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attached to a 2-inch vertical stainless steel tube that goes through a

Ferrofluidics SC2000C hollow rotary fedthrough in the top plate of the

chamber. The targets are 4-inch square plates that are screwed to the

vertical faces of the cube. rooling water is brought in through a 1-inch

stainless steel tube inside the 2-inch tube and is removed through the space

between the tubes. Outside the chamber, flexible hoses are used to conduct

the cooling water, thus allowing 360 0 C rotation of the target assembly. The

target assembly is surrounded by a shield that minimizes the spread of

sputtered material around the chamber.

All the shutters in the chamber are moved through Ferrofluidics

0 SB250AN086 1/4-inch rotary feedthroughs. Viton O-rings are used for all

flanges, except for the flanges holding the ion guns, which are of the Conflat

type with copper gaskets.

2.3 Ion tuns

The two ion guns were obtained from Ion Tech, Inc. (Ft. Collins,

Colorado), Model 2.5-1500-125. Both have 2.5cm diameter grids and are run by

2.5-1500-125E power supplies. Both can be closed off by shutters containing

ion probes. So far, only argon has been used as a sputter gas in either gun.

The gun aimed at the target is typically run at a beam voltage of 1SOOV

and a current of 70-100mA. A feedback system (MKS 250B) that regulates the

gas supply to the guns keeps the beam current constant. The chamber pressure

S during the run is between 5xl0 - 5 and 2x10- 4 torr.

The gun aimed at the substrate is used mainly for sputter cleaning prior

to deposition, usually at a beam voltage of 300V and a current of 3OmA. The

gas flow to this gun is regulated by a three channel controller (MiS 254) that

makes it possible to inject a mixture of three gases, which could be used for



controlled reaction with the sputtered species at substrate.

2.4 Vacuum system

The system is pumped by a 6-inch diffusion pump, separated from the

chamber by a liquid nitrogen filled cold trap. 'Me pressure is read by an

ionization gauge located just below the vacuum post of the chamber. Without

" baking out the system, a base pressure of 3xl0- 7 torr is obtained.

2.5 Deposition control sstem

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the feedback system used to produce

* compositionally modulated films. The sputtering rate is monitored by an

Inficon crystal sensor (vertical model IP17504061) connected to an KTC

monitor. The latter is connected via an 3S-232 port, set at 1200 baud (bits

per second), to an IB-PC with 128K of memory and one double-sided/double-

density disk drive. The PC program has as input parameters the total

thicknesses and densities of the alternating layers. When the thickness of a

*layer reaches the preset value, the PC sends a set of pulses to a stepping

motor translator (Superior Electric Slo-Syn type STIO3), which makes the

stepping motor (Slo-Syn M)93-FC1l, geared down by 8.5 using a toothed belt)

turn the target assembly by 900 to the other target. This rotation takes 0.7

,. seconds, and requires no ramping of the speed. The instantaneous deposition

* rates, total sample thiAness, deposition time, and the deposition rates

averaged over a preset time interval, are continuously monitored and

calculated, and are periodically printed out on a CRT monitor ad a printer.

The PC has also been programmed to alternate targets based on preset time

0
* intervals; this is useful for very short modulation repeat lengths (1-2A), for

*ehich the resolution of the crystal monitor is insufficient.
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3. EXPEIMETS

3.1 Denosition rates

A typical deposition rate, as measured at the sensor position, for pure

copper, sputtered at a beam voltage and current of 100V and 70mA,

0
respectively, and a chamber pressure of 510 -6 torr, is 2.SA/sec. The

deposition rate at the substrate position, which could be measured quite

(accurately from the x-ray modulation peak of the modulated films, was found to

be between 10% and 30% greater than at the sensor position. The thickness

variation across the substrate was also investigated by the x-ray technique

and found to be less than 1%/cm at the center of the substrate.

3.2 Denosition of homogeneous films

Binary metal alloys were deposited from composit targets. An arrangement

consisting of horizontal strips (1/4 to 1/2-inch wide) of one metallic

component stretched across a 4-inch square backing plate of the other

Icomponent was found to give the most reproducible results. Electron

microprobe analysis showed the composition across the 2-inch substrate to be

uniform.

I Amorphous metal films of composition NisoZr 0 , Cu8 2Zr1 8 and Cu65Zr3 5 have

been produced. Cu9 0 Zr1 0 and Nb 9 3 Si 7 films were microcrystalline.

Amorphous Si and Ge films were produced from 4-inch square cast

polycrystalline targets that were, respectively, 0.Smm and 2mm thick. Best

results were obtained by glueing these targets to an aluminum backing plate

with a silver-epoxy conducting glue (Ablestik). The conductivity of the

targets was high enough to make neutralization of the beam was unnecessary.

The argon incorporation, measured by electron microprobe analysis, was 1%
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or less in most films. Contamination by stainless steel sputtered from the

shield around the target assembly could be avoided by keeping the accelerator

voltage around 10OV, which limits the beam divergence.

The structure of the films was determined by a combination of x-ray

r diffraction, electron diffraction, and differential scanning calorimetry.

3.3 Compositionally modulated films

E, 3.3.1 Metallic films. Films of Cu/Al, Cu/Ni, and Cu/Zr with repeat

lengths between 10 and 100 were produced from pure targets on glass or Si

substrates. Tn most of the films the thicknesses of the two types of

alternating layers were equal. The Cu/Al and Cu/Ni films, and the Cu/Zr films

0
with repeat lengths above 65A were polycrystallin. The Cu/Zr films with

0
repeat lengths less than 65A were amorphous; which is a manifestation of the

formation of the amorphous phase by interdiffusion in the solid state between

the pure elements observed, for example, in the La-Au, Ni-Zr and Ni-Nb systems

ill-13]. It is also an indication of a substantial amount of interdiffusion

during the deposition process. Lin et al. [141 noticed a similar effect in

the D.C. sputter deposition of Nb/Co films. Nevertheless, the amorphous Cu/Zr

films were still compositionally modulated, as indicated by the presence of

the characteristic x-ray peak. As made, the Cu/Al films showed a very strong

first-a'rder x-ray (000) modulation peak; the weakness of the second-order peak

and absence of higher order peaks is further evidence of substantial rounding

of the romposition profile due to interdiffusion during deposition After

five months of storage at room temperature, the intensity of the modulation

peak An the Cu/Al films had decreased to a tenth of its original value; this

f.s ti, be expected for polycrystalline non-textured layers, in which mixing can

e enhanced substantially at low temperatures by grain boundary diffusion

.. . .. . ..6. - . - . . . .' . . - ,,. ,,- .- , , . . . . -- ,:-
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along moving boundaries [7].

3.3.2 Metal-semiconductor films. Two sets of Mb/Si films were produced.

Their average compositions and repeat lengths were, respectively: Nb7 5Si2 5,

321; and Nb8 1 Si 1 9 , 48A. The composition was adjusted by changing the relative

Ithicknesses of the two layers. This method allows much better control of the

average composition than sputtering from a composite target. Our technique is

therefore quite useful for producing starting materials for laser mixing.

SThe Nb in the as-deposited films is polycrystalline with very small

grains; the Si is amorphous.

3.3.2 Semiconductor films. Amorphous Si/amorphous r-e films, with equal

* layer thicknesses for both components were produced by sputtering from pure

0
polycrystalline targets, with repeat lengths of 26, 47 and 64A. They all

showed strong first order modulation peaks. The full width at half maximum of

C this peak for the 649 film, for example, was 0.250 (using Cr [a radiation).

This oorresponds to a 10 variation in the layer thickness over the course of

the deposition. The second and third order peaks in this sample were,

*respectively, 20 and 50 times less intense than the first peak; this again

indicates substantial rounding of the profile due to interdiffusion during

deposition. Nevertheless, these samples are very well suited for the study of

*J interdiffusion in the a-Si/a-Ge system by further annealing. The sharpness of

the composition profile can be improved by lowering the deposition rate; the

width of the modulation peak can be decreased by improving the stability of

* the crystal sensor.

4.

The system described in this paper provides a new method for producing

-6 % .
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compositionally modulated films. Its advantages are:

(i) simple and relatively inexpensive design;

(ii) flexibility, in that it allows deposition of metals, semiconductors

and insulators, without changes in the system; it also serves to deposit alloy

rfilms of good uniformity from inexpensive composite targets;

(iII) convenience of control, since the crystal oscillator feedback

system makes it possible to ''dial in'' the required layer thicknesses.

Section 3 was intended as a survey of the capabilities of the system.

Further details on the characterization and the physical properties of the

materials discussed will be presented in separate papers.
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K. "FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the ion beam sputtering chamber, viewed from

the top.

Figure 2. Feedback system for the deposition of compositionally modulated

* materials.

- Figure 3. PhotoSraph of the ion beam sputtering system (left: power supplies;

center: chamber and vacuum system; right: crystal monitor,

computer, printer, monitor translator).
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